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According to data filed with the Maine Department of 
Labor and Industry for the 1953, Qensus of Maine Manufactures, 
nineteen firms produced a product valued in excess of ten million 
dollars~ ranging f!'om ten to sixty million dollars on an individ-
ual f i. :r•m bas is. r.2en of the nineteen were engaged in the paper 
industry, four in textile manufacturing, while the other five repre-
sented each of the industries; Food Products, Footwear, Fabricated 
Metals, Machinery, and Shipbuilding. These firms amassed a total 
product value of 513 million dollars which represented 44'% of the 
1.169 billion dollar state total for 1953, and is 51 million dollars 
more than those same firms produced in 1952. 
T. T. Trott, Jr., Director of Research and Statistics for 
the department stated that the nineteen companies reported a total of 71 
(More) 
SEP 1 6 1954 

establishments in which 138 million dollars in wages were paid to 
38 thousand workers. This means that 40% of the 344 million dollar 
total manufacturing wages in 1953 were paid to 32% of the total 
120 thousand workers in less than 41, of the total number of estab-
lishments. 
Trott revealed further that there were 23 additional 
companies whose product value was between five and ten million, 
total~ng 166 million dollars which was produced in 42 establish-
mentse The total wages in these establishments of 4o million 
dollars were paid to an average of 14 thousand workers for the 
year. The industries in this group were Textiles (8); Food 
Products (5); Footwear (5); Paper (2); and one each from the 
Lumber; Machinery; Apparel; and Stone, Clay, and Glass Products, 
industries. 
Miss Marion E. Martin, Commissioner of labor and Industry 
stated, "The larger companies in Maine are to be commended for their 
excellent record but we rrru.st always keep in mind the remaining 
(!(ore) 
.. :-
.r w--: ; .. ·. 
.. .. 
1750 establishments of a smaller size which produced the other 
42% of the state's total product value in 1953. This combination 
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AUTHORIZATION 
Section 2, Chapter 25, Revised Statutes of Maine 1944, 
as ·amended: The department stall collect, assort and 
arrange statistical details relating to ••• indus-
trial pursuits in the state. The Commissioner • •• 
rray ••• cause to be printed and distributed bulletins 
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OEN SUS or . rn.r NE !{.1 .. YUF AC TURE s - 19 5 3 
RESUME 
M.AI!T.E MAllJF_~CTU?.ED :?R1DUC'T VALUE UP 3.6% OVER 1952 
The value of Maine m!?..nufnctured products for 1953 exceeded the 1952 figure 
of $1.129 billion by 3.6% with a reported value of $1.169 billion and 
lacked only 26 million dollars or 2.2% of the $1.195 peak recorde6. in 1951. 
1798 establishments report eel_ a net drop of 5% in em2::iloymen t, from 126 thou.-
SA.nd in 1952 to 120 thousand in 1953, while Gross Wages gained 2. J% from JJ6 
to 3Lil:. million dollars. This resulted in a 7.76/o increase in the average 
annual 1,r~ge s earned in 1:1?.nufact uring, a new high of $2864 from the previous 
high in 1952 of $2660. 
The largest T.)ercentage g:1i :r. of 123 .4% in :product v :i.lue w.q,s reported in the 
Elect :r ical Macr~iner:r fff OUJ) anc. rr:flects tl:le strong grovrth trend of that 
industry w}-:ich is newly come to Maine HhPre furt }1er expansion is expected. 
The most si~nific~.nt £.' ".ins in ·c,roduct value we:te those shm·m -oy Paper and 
Allied P:rod~c.ts, anci .in.cre -'.' se of 37 million collars or 14.9% over 1952, 
and !fachinery ( 8X cept Electrical), an incTPrtSe of 15 1:1illion dollars or 
35·3% over 1952. 
Across tho board gtlins (i.e., Product Value, Gross Wages, Emp loyment and 
Average Earnings) were r e co rded in Paper and Alli ed Products, Machinery 
( except ElPctrical), Elec ~rical Machinery, Inst ruments, and Miscellaneous 
Manufacturing. The rr.ost signifi · .. ant decline in :product value was reflected 
in the total for Tes.tile Mill Products, down 6.2%, 1i·rhile the remaining 
industry groups sta:rnct relatively sta-Dle. 
PAPER Af"D ALLIED ?RODUCI1S LJ.;D_ T?Js ST . .:i.TE IN PRODUCT VALUE: TILCTII.ES .SECOND 
Industry rankings shifted ma teriall:r in 1953 wr.ien, for the first time 
(using the St c- ndard In t".ustrb.l Classif ications vr!li.ch exclude the pulpwood 
logg ing op orat ions fror1 thP P2:per industry), PF•.11er 2.nd Allied Products vrent 
from 2nd to 1st pL-1.ce by V e' lue of product. Text iles dr on:peo_ to second 
place; Food and Kindred :? i,oc_uct s rerna ined at t'. ::i_ rd.; wh ile Leather and 
Leather Proa.uc.ts ,,rent from fift l:. to fourth -pb.c e , e··· changing positions with 
Lumber and Wood P Toc'.ucts in 5th ~-=lace for 1953. 
YORK COU~1TY GAIFS ~COT? ~?L~_:::J O\TB:2 ?~TO -- c::t;OT: CUiffi:SRLAFD STILL UT F:S.ONT 
The county picture was relativel3r unchanged; however, York County did 
su:9:Jlant Penobscot in second p l ace while that ·.-.aunty 0.ropped to the t hi rd 
-position. The counties in orcl.er by -oercent of total product value and 
actual prociuct v~,lue in the five leading spots are: 
vi 

County 1 i 
Cumberland 17% 197 million 
York 13% 151 million 
Penobscot 1)% 147 million 
Androscoggin 12% 141 million 
Kennebec 11% 131 million 
Gains over the 1952 product values were shown in Aroostook, up 12%; Cum-
berland and York, up 8%; with Androscoggin, Kennebec 7 Knox and Hancock, up 
5%, 3%, ~. and 1%, respectively. The gain in Oxford County of 9o% reflects 
primarily a reporting error in the 1952 data~ The other eight counties 
declined from 35% in Piscataq~is, 21% in Washington and 18% in Somerset to 
the 'J1o drop recorded in Sagadahoco 
WASHINGTON COUNTY DROPS OUT OF TOP THREE IN FOOD INDUSTRY 
The top three counties in each of Maine's five major industries by per cent 
of the total product value for the industry are: 




1. York 32% 
2, Androscoggin 265'& 
3· Kennebec 16% 
Food and Kindred Products Leather and Leather Products 
1. Cumberland 1. Androscoggin 33% 
2. Kennebec 2. York l~b 
3. Aroostook 3. Somerset 1)7b 
Lumber and Wood Products 
1. Penobscot 20% 
2. Oxford 2ot 
3. Cumberland 12% 
LEWISTON-AUBURN STILL LEADHTG AS nnJUSTRIAL AREA BY PRODUCT. VALUE 
Lewiston-Auburn retained the undisputed leadership as the industrial urban 
area by the three rr.ajor categories; product value, wages and employment. 
Portland-South Portland in second place and Biddeford.-Saco in third revealed 
no positional changeso The product value, gross wages and emplt·yment for 
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Product Yalue Gross Wages Emp loymen 'c 
1. Lewisto~.A.uburn 115 million 36 million 13.8 thousand 
2. Portland-.South 
Portland 107 million 25 million 8,J9 thousand 
3 .• Biddaford,..Saco '78 million 27 million 8~2 thou~and 
The ten leading civil divisions for 1953, by product value were: 
1. Portlan:i 90i.i 4 million 60 Rumford 47~8 million 
2 -(S Lewiston 70cb mLi..lio:.i 7o Ba.th 4?ol million 
3. Biddeford 64v9 million 8. Mi :i.lin ocket 44~9 million 
4" Wes to rook 54ol million 9. Auburn 44.7 mi LL.ion 
5. Sanford 50o0 milliO!J. 10. Augusta 3960 million 
Waterville and Madawaska trailed in lhh and 12th place vd th 34 .. 3 and 30c8 million~ 
respectively ,, 
AVERAGE ANlffiAL WAGES CONTTHU~ UPWARD 
The average annual wages fo:r· Ma.ine manu.facturing workers continued its upward 
clim"'J with an average a.nn~b.l ·wage of $2864 for :953 !' a 7 ~ r% inc~,ea.se ornr the 
$2660 figure reported. ±0r 1952::,. A.cco::ding to data filed in this departmen·l; 9 the 
three in.dust:'ies where the h:i.chast pe: worker incom&s were received were Paper 
and Allied Prvd:i1cLs, $i.i,uL~5; Madiinery ( except E:!.ectrical) $3802; and Transporta-
tion Equipment :1 ref J.e c t:.ng in part the wage sc..:ales at the Portsmouth Naval Sh::.p-
yard in the middle at $3988 (' Beca"U.se of its inher·ent seasonality, Food and Kindred 
Products trailed as usual w1.-0:1 $ J..'..}47. 
The leading counties as far as the average wages for those engaged in manufactur-
ing activities were Sagadahoc 1 York and Cumberland where the averages were report-
ed at $3700~ $3482) and $2936~ respectJ.velyo The seasonality of the Food industry 
was brought out again by the low figure of $1486 reported in Washington County. 
The highest average wages found in those localities where paper mills or durable 
gc::>ds industries are located s··.1ch ae: Scarborough 1 $4706; Rumford, $4519; Mada-
waska, $4335; and Kitte:ry, $4u78" Trail:i.ng slightly with wages ranging from $3803 
to $3562 are Bath, Jay, BucJrnport and Lisbono 
1953 WOP.K STOPPAGES EXCBED 1952 BY 17 THOVSAND MA}TDAYS LOST 
A total of 16 work stoppages in all industries in Maine for 1953 involved some 
five thousand workers with a total loss of 28,600 manda:ys') This was over twice 
the figure of llt500 idle ITAndays reported in 1952, but less than 80% of the 
average year:!.y loss of 37 thousand mandays over the eight years 1946 through 1953. 
Over two thirds of this total cime lost in 1953 involved non-manufacturing in-
dustries such as construction, transportation, trade, communication and others, 
viii 
. . -;· . ·~ 
.· .. 
• • ~ T 
In rri.anufacturing there were six stoppages, idling c.tiJ-Proximately three 
thousand workers a tot8.l of 9,000 rr.andays, or about .CJ% of the total 
estimated working time of JO million manctay s in Maine manufacturing for 
1953· All manufacturing, nationwide, reportec1 15.~ n1illion id.le mandays 
which Has .J6% of the estirri.ated total working tir.1e. Fantastic as it 
may sound, the natior.Lal average 'l.·ras, t he r efore, 12CO% higher than that in 
Maine (time lcist to total working time; .OOJ6: OOOJ), a further indication 
of the healthy labor relations in Maine manufacturing industries. 
A special study ma(e -.!y t :"!.is denartT:1ent concurrent 1.-rj_th the annual census 
nroducea. results s \ m·d.n;:2; that thsrc were 971 knOi·'Il 1y rsonnel in M!:1.ine 
manufc1.cturing establishr:1Em.t s who had receivu,. formal first aid training in 
courses such as tjos e off0r0d by the American Red Cross or Civil Def ense 
Agency, or about on e:: out of each one hunclT ,·d anrl twenty manufacturing 
workers acco-:::cUng to the e..1:nloyrnent fif!Ures of this c8nsus. 280 est.ab lish-
ment s or about 'l66.s of the total reportE?d t hat t h.ey· hc1d, in their e st.q,blish-
ment, a spP.cif ic a::neP., sst asic1e an6 8(11_1 i'p·,1ed with the minirrium ne cessities 
for first ;:i,id. Forty-nine of these establishments n::rnorted emnloyment of 
64 registered nurses and seven mc-"cical doctors on either "" fulltime or at 
h ;ast a tri-weekly clinic basis. The tabuJ.at-.i.ons resulting from this study 
may be found in .A-,;pEmcLi::~ E of this report. 
( In Ap~Jendix D may be found the :i.)reliminary data, estab lishing the Maine 
Index of Aggregate Jl,fo.nufacturing Manhours. The data there is in the raw 
unadjusted form and is su.--)-.. , lied. he1·e for :yaur conE:1erit as to its 




CEWSUS OF MArnE MANUF ACTURIDS - 19 53 
Chart A: Value of Product, Maine Manufacturers, 1941 - 1953 
(Millions of Dollars) 
·~------~2~0--~~--.::::5~0~~----J..~o~--------.....---------,0 
1941 $ 438 717 089 l 
1943 · -- -;;-;~~04 ---_-L 
1945 759 801 221 
"---·------·- ·---------·-------, 
880 768 9f:7 
1949 





1 128 506 815 
·-~--- --------==--i--1 
1 169 170 378 
-' 
·- ~- ·---




1949-1953 Chart C: Number of 'Workers, 1949--1953 
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CENSUS OF MAH!E MAlJTJFACTURES - 1953 
Chart D: Per cent of all Maine total - Value of Product, Gross Wages Paid, and Number of 
Workers included in the first five Ira.jar industries, as ranked by Value of Product 
for - 1953 
Per cent of Total 
Value of Product 
l-· 2Q 6 Bo 1 0 --,.-i 
24 % ! 22 % 12 % 12 'fo 11 % l 
' 
I 1--- - ----)- / 
Gross -Wages Paid 
i I / ./ / / 
1-- -- ---··- / ,' / ./ 
i 19 'fo I 21 % 7% 13 % 12 at I I I l I 
I / / \ 
I / / \ / / 
Number of Workers I 13 % 20 fo 13 % 1 16 ti 14 °0 
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CENSUS OF MAINE MANUFACTURES - 1953 
Chart E: Per eent of all Maine Total - Value of Product, Gross Wages Paid, and Number of 
Workers included in the first five counties, as raILked by Value of Product for - 1953 
Per cent of Total 
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CENSUS OF MAINE MANUFACTURES - 195J 
TABLE A - THE SiATE, BY MAJOR INDUSTRY GROUPS 
r--------~PE OF INDUSTRY ! VALUE OF I GROSS ~ AVER .\GE I NUMBER OF WORKERS f --r- - - -- .. --- - r - - ---- - - -·. i--·- ---i ----··--·-·- --· ----- --
·-----~--!RGDU~T --· 4- ~~w---~ . ~~~~l~G~- - ~ .. :=..::Jo!AL -i 1\A~--l ~ FEMALE- : 
------------ ----
I All MANUFACTURING i $ 1 169 170 ?78 I ~ 037 052 .
1 
_$ 2 864 !1 120 134 i s3 063 37 071 I 
i :1 : I 
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS··················~·· 144 995 l2ij I 22 855 403 I I 447 I 15 790 I 7 746 8 044 : I I I TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS·······················•.• 256 m a6g I 11 54a 575 I 3 062 1 23 367 I 13 743 9 624 I 
! I I APPAREL AND OTHER FINISHED PRODUCTS MADE 
FROM FABRICS AND SI MIL\R i~ ATtRIALS ooeo ..... ~ 
LUMBER AND WOOD PRODUCTS (EXCEPT FURNITURE) •u 
FURNITURE AND FIXTURES •••••••••••u••••••"•~,, 
PAPER AND ALLIED PRODUCTS •••.-cuee<-•..-u••••e&: 
PRINTING, PUBLISHING, AND ALLIED INDUSTRIES.~. 
CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS •••• .,.c,,U ... PH~ 
RUBBER PRODUCTS •••••••••ao~•••••oo•••~•••••o•O 
LEATHER AND LEATHER PRODUCTS ..... UH••••••····~ 
16 162 382 3 844 594 
1 
I 986 :I I 936 296 I 61!0 I 
126 611 185 39 tis2 001 i 2 301 :i 17 155 14 719 2 436 I 
5 414 413 I 645 604 I 2 6M ii 631 506 125 
64 563 755 j 4 045 1: 15 692 13 775 I 917 235 182 433 
14 793 572 
14 250 225 
835 497 
143 '{31 808 
5 369 723 3 225 Ii f 665 I 245 420 
I ::; ::: : ~:: ! I ~:: 6:: :! 
43 976 179 2 2g7 ii 19 229 g 697 ro 532 
1· STONE, CLAY, AND GUSS PRODUCTS • ., ...... eo.~ .. u 10 050 594 3 015 461 3 064 11 9g4 961 23 
PRIMARY METAL l~DUSTRIES ••••••••·•·····o·····~ 3 698 702 678 046 2 422 280 251 29 
FABRI Cf1TED MUL PRODUCTS (EXCEPT ORDNANCE, i I 
MACHINCRY AND TR,\NSPORTATION EQUIP MENi) ft•<><'O I 31 524 089 7 702 797 3 043 I' 2 531 2 025 506 
MACHl ~ERY (EXCHT ELECTRICAL) •••••••no .. o•O•• I 56 3q6 60~ 22 402 513 3 802 1' 5 893 5 318 575 
ELECTRICAL M,\CH INE RY, EQU 1 PM ENT, Af!D SUPP LI ES • 1 5 75 o gg9 967 922 2 534 I 382 150 232 
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT J} ...... H .......... ~J 4g 125 77t 52 645 631 3 99~ 11 13 169 12 551 618 
SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS, ETC.................... 745 778 263 380 1 3 063 I 86 62 24 
I MISCELLANEOUS M/INUFACTURING INDUSTRIES •••••••• 4 556 ll37 . I 141 68ij I I 94g j 586 329 257 
!...-----· - --- - ------- -- ' -- - _ ______ _ _____ -4.. _ __ _ ___ _L_ _ ___ ______ _ 
J/ PORTSMOUTH NAVAL SHIPYARD INCLUDED, EXCEPT VALUE OF PRODUCT. 

CENSUS OF MAINE MA'JUF.t,CTURES - 1953 
TABLE 8 - THE SnTE, BY COUNTY, ALL MAtiUFACTURING 
--·-------------- -----··---- ------ -- ---- --- ---- -- -
CCUNTY 
:---- --------- - -
~LL MANUFACTURING 
I ANDROSCCGGIN ••••••••••••••••••••••••• : ••••• 
I 
I 
I A!;OOSTOOK •••• ~~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CU~BERLAND ••~••••••••••: •••••••••••• ~:: •• :~ 
FRANKLIN ••••• : •• ••••••••••••••••••••••&•••: 
HAN CC CK •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••• .~ 
KENNEBEC••••••••••••·······•••••••••·•••·•: 
KNCX •·••••••••••••••••·••••••••••••••••••:; 
LINCCLN •••••••• : •••••••••••••••••••• ~~.~~.~ 
CXFORD •••• ~ •••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••• ~~:~ 
rENOBSCOT ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~~ 
~ISCATAQUIS ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• :.: 
SAGADAHOC ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ 
SQ~ERSET •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• : •• 
VMALDO •••••••••••••••••••••••• .••••••••• •••• 
WASHINGTON 
.••........•••..••...........••• ; 
YORK jj_ , .••••••••••••.••••••.••••••••••.•••• • 
VALl!E OF 
PRO DUCT 
14 I 086 014 
53 787 900 
196 76 I 202 
34 200 453 
22 298 6li5 
131 05 3 657 
25 102 571 
7 804 222 
87 9li I 257 
146 855 958 
12 779 061 
57 435 500 
47 277 995 
19 252 186 
34 3 t6 150 
151 212 607 
J/ FC'RTS1·iOUTH N1iV/1L S~IPYARD lnLUDED, EXCEPT V.j,LLJE CF PRODUCT. 
42 079 982 
7 343 820 
47 089 879 
g 873 683 
5 175 730 
32 608 23ti 
5 759 776 
2 g53 208 
24 2 !O 535 
3$ 427 746 
4 546 691 
16 974 345 
14 450 897 
3 134 957 
8 012 952 
84 494 567 
AVERAGE :i NUMBER CF WCRKERS 
A\;,JUAL !; · -- -- - · - -- . ------· 
EAR:~ l~GS . i TOTAL ! ~'.ALE ; f EMA LE l 
- - - - - ·_l_j-- -· -- - -- I _ --- - - --: ·-- ----I 
,, I I I 














' I I i ! I 120 131+ ! 83 063 37 01!_ ! 
Ii : 
tj 16 141 8898 7243 
































































5 81 I 
_ _ ___. ___ _,.__ __ -----_ _... 

rENSUS OF MAINE MANUFACTURES - 1353 
TABLE C - THE STi.TE, BY ESTABLISHMENT SIZE, All MANUFACTURING 
---- -----· ---------------------------.-----.. ----- ------------·---------·--
VALUE OF : GROSS I AVERArE: 1 NUMBEQ OF tvORKERS ! 
£ST ABL ISHMENT SIZE ' WJ\GES I ANNUAL r-+ l 
+-----------------------+ _  PRoouc_-r___ ____ ~-~~10 I EARNINGS I TOTAL 4 ,1ALE J_FEMALE _ 
IALL MANUFACTURING i $ _ 1_169 170 :m ' $_~~~1.__i:~2 I $ 2 864 I 120 134_ I -83 063-- I 3~-1 
I
IEST ABL I SHMENTS [Mp LOYI NG: I i i i 
25 CR LESS ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 70 ~-J5 736 18 389 917 l 2 23t ! 8 ~66 ·I 7 042 I 424 I 
I 26 TO 50 69 754 885 16 225 291 l 2 222 I 7 301 5 553 I 748 I I 51 TO 75 ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 65 397 927 12 593 093 I 2 417 ii 5 210 I 3 564 ' I 646 I 76 TO 100 ••••••••••••••••••.••••••• ; 38 412 830 9 549 129 I 2 og7 ii 4 575 ! 2 979 








;:: ~~ :;: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::. :; ;:; ::; :,! ,: ::: ::: : ;:; ~ : ::: : ~;: 
H 
251 TO 300 ••·••••···•••••·••••••·•::~ 54 605 319 j 14 472 556 2 410 I: 6 005 3 344 
I I ;I 
335011 TTOO 350 ••••••••••••••••••••• :~ ••• ~ 3321 :5061 56:~ I '1' 91:2'7 34253 l,2 2 435·"58 1. 1· 4 549 
4 00 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• q I o 3 342 
4ot To 1• 1• d57 q,90 :!j to 9od 5d6 1· 2 56d 1,!'. 450 •••••••••••••••••·••••••••• ~~ 0 0 0 0 2 461 
2 916 




451 TO 500 •••••.•••••••••••••••••••• : 42 040 276 I 10 949 116 1 2 569 !I 4 262 2 313 l 9li9 ! 
I 501 TO 600 •••••••·•••·••••••••••••••• 73 689 651 ! 18 384 488 : 3 042 II 6 044 3 943 2 IOI I 
601 To 700 ••••• , ••••••••••••• ,. •• • • • • 32 305 093 I 8 S6o 289 j 3 452 j/ 2 567 1 811 756 I 
701 TO 1000 •••••••••••••• ••••••••••••• 94 153 394 I 20 528 802 i 3 154 i' 6 509 4 515 I 994 I I 1001 TO 1500 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 76 133 581 I 20 528 614 I 3 171 ! 6 474 4 127 2 347 ! 
I 1501 TO 2500 •••·••••••••••••••••••••••• 125 212 250 i 35 505 017 I 3 331 j 10 659 I 7 655 3 004 i ! MCRE THAN 2500 .J/ ....................... : 152 soii 547 l 85 459 012 i 4 100 IL20 g44 I 17 925 2 919 I 
l O!~NER C'P ERA TED 1/ . ·~ ~..:_:_.:__:_-_ .. ·••••• 241 9li7 I xxx ! xxx I xxx : xxx xxx 
-~·-·--->-~~~~-----...__~~-~~--'---~--- - -~--_L____ ____ ~~--~ 
Ji PORTSMOUTH NA "Al SHIPYARD INCLUDED, EXCEPT VALUE 'l f PRODUCT. 

CENSUS OF MAINE MANUFA:TURES - 1953 
TABLE!) - THE STATE 3 BY M~J'.:JR INDUSTRY GROUPS, ,\LL MAN~FACT~RING (PERWHAGE DATA) 
- --··-··----------~------ ·-··--------- ---·----------------------- ---
, __ VALUE CF PRC D'J~T :' GRCSS HAGES FAID !\ TOTAL t-JLIM8ER OF i~ORKERS 
i PER CENT:PER ccl\J -;- :! PER CENT ; PER CENT ;I PER crnT PER W 1T : 
! c F TC TA L . CH A:'!G E i I c F Vi TA L : CH A~. GE : I c F T:J Ti\ L CH ~NG E j TYPE OF INDUST1'Y 
1
1 i 1953 iFROf~ 1952 !1 1953 FROf" 1952 ! 1953 [ FRC:li 1952 ' 
----------- ·--- ----------- ---- - - r-- -·-- -1- --- - ... ..I - - .. . · ·-· - --21----- .• ·-----'------ - -·-··- .. 1 -
!,ALL MANUFACTURING . ! 100.0 ! -,;6 I! 100.0 2.3 · :,,1 100.0 i (5.0) 
I I !. 
j FOOD Ar D KINDRED PR~DUCTS ••••••• •••••••••••• 12.4 
1 (.4) ;j 6.6 5.7 13. I (9.5) 
1
1 TEXTILE MILL PRCJD~cTs •••••••••• .••••••••••• 21.9 C6.2> ;; 20. s 1.0 19.5 ,C.2) 
I • 
AP:::AREL AND OTHER FINISHED PRODUCTS :--~ADE 'I I rncM FABRics AND sw1LAR i-~ATERIALS ••••••• 1.4 17.8 i.'.I, 1.1 13.8 ;I 1.c 1.ii 







I' FL!RNITURE A~rn FIXTURES ••• · .. ··•••·••••••·•·• .5 13.0 -I .5 8.7 '. .5 (9.5) : 1 F'APER AND ALLIED PRODUCTS••·····••••·•••••• 24.3 14.9 18.7 19.1 ' 13.f 5.2 1 • 
~I ii 
:::.! PRtNrn~G, PUBLISHrnG, AND ALLIED INDUSTRIES. 1.3 4.5 1.6 2.5 1.4 (7.3) !' 
CHEMICALS AND ALL 'IED PRODUCTS·······••••••• 1.2 !7.I lj .5 e.4 
( :. : RU B B E R P RO DU CT S • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • I I 9 • 7 ) 
LEATHER AND LEATHER PRC DUCTS ............. •• 
STONE, CLAY, AND GLASS PRODUCTS ........... . 
PRIMARY METAL INDUSTRIES ••••········•••••• 
FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS (EXCEPT ORDNANCE 
MACHINERY AND TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT):. 
MACHINERY (EXCEPT ELECTRICAL)••••·····••••· 
ELE cm I CAL MA CH Ji,'.ERY ...................... . 
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT J/ .............. . 
FR'JFESSIONAL;. SC!E~Hl"."!C AND CO!flROLL!r-·;G 
INSTRl'MENfo; PH'JTGGRAPHIC A~W OPTIC.,L 
GOO OS; WAT CHES AND CLOCKS ............... ~ 
I MISCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURING INDL'STRIES ••••• 







(2. 1 ) 
16. I 
( 1.2. I) 










































AV ERA~E AW!UAL I 
EARN f ',JGS 
PER CENT ! 
CHA1~GE 















CENSUS OF MAINE MANUFACTURES - 1953 
TABLE E - THE STATE, BY COUNTIES, All MA'~IJF,~CTURING (PERCENTAGE DATA) 
- - ------- ------ ---------------------------------------- ------ ------------- ------
! __ ! .~~u __ E OF ~:~DUCT ___ JI . __ G_Ro ss _wA~Es_!_~_ !, ____ 2~!_AL NUMBER OF wo_~-~-Rs-li AVE~;~~ 
1
~rci~U AL I 
! PER CENr!Prn CE!H 11 PER CENT ! PER CENT li PER CENT I PER CENT d PER CE NT i 
I OF TCT:.L 1 CHANGE I OF TOTAL ' CH::. ~J GE I CF TCT,;L : CHA!\JGE ji CHA ~G f j ! 195? j FRCM 1952 i! 19?3 , FROM 1952 11 1953 ; FROM 1952 '! FRo r,~ 1952, 
COUNTY 
ALL MANUFACTCRING -----------r i-, ~--ill·, --i---- 11~ r !1 - ------1 i 100.0 3.6 ! Joo.a 
1 
2.3 ; 100.0 l (5.0) I! 7.7 , 
ANDROSOOGG IN ••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••.• ; 12. I I 4. 7 Ii 12.2 i 4. 7 I 13.4 ! (2:·.~) Ii , . 7 I 
AROOSTOOK.................................... 4.6 : ll.8 ·11 2.1 I 12.7 :: 2.3 I O" 'I 57.4 
~::::~t.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::'.'. '::; ,:::, 1! '::: I ,::~, 1! 1!:~ ,::::; 1, ;;:: 
l HANcccK ••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••• 1.9 t.1 ji 1.5 'I c1.01 I 2.0 cg_,, Ii 1.1 
x! KENNEBEC ••••••••••••••••• :................... 11.2 3.0 jl 9.5 '!. 1.0 jj 9.7 (1.4) 1! 2.4 
i.1 KNOX ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~. 2 •• 7' ,:.-~) 1·1 !.·: i,; 65·.;! I; 2._69 ((lo~ti •• 90))1 !I;· 2r60 •• 31J 
1--3., L l'J CT)LN ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••• c o 
I I ! i; CXFORD ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~~ 7.5 90.0 ij 7.0 j s6.3 I 6.9 44.o 'l 29.3 
I PENoBsoor ••••• •• •• •••••••••••• •• • •••••••••••• 12.6 (6.4) ! ro.6 j (3.41 I 10.3 (7.9) ljl 4.9 
I PISCATAQUIS.................................. I.I (35.3) I 1.3 ,· (16.J) ·, I.Ii (24.4) 1 11.0 
1, SAGADAHoc ••••• •••••••••• ••••••••• •••••••••••• 4.9 (3.o) Ii 4.9 c. 7) I! 3.s c 13.3) 1! 14.6 
::::s:~.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: / ~:; ';:::: I 4:; I '';:!' ii ~:: c;;::: II 6.2 6.4 
I 1! I 1, ;; 
WASHINGTON G ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ I 2.9 I (21.2) Ii 2.3 . (20.g) 1 !J.5,' (18.5) '! (2 .. 8) • 
voRK .Ji....................................... ! 12.9 l s.2 11 24.6 l o.s) l! 20.2 
1 
(4.4) '.! .4 I 
----- ____________ _______ .J_ _______ _Jj__ ____ ·----1------···-----;.l.----- ------·------Ir-----------
J/ PORTSMOUTH NAVAL SHIPYMD INCLUDED, EXCEPT VALUE OF PRODL'CT. 

CENSUS QF ~AlNE MANUFACTURES - 1953 




~------·-----------··-- -·--------·--- . fll MANUFACTUR!i~G 
~ VA_L_~E ~ !R~ DUCT ·- ! : __ .GROSS . [·.JW:S _PA ID ____ ~: __ TOTAL NU'."8ER OF t,;c RKERS __ ·-~.'AVE ~~~R l~~~UAL! 
I PER CENT 1 PER CENT !! PER CCH · PER WH p PER CENT i PER CENT ; PER CEiH l 
i OF TGT~L I CHANGE ;1 OF TCTAL I CHANGE ·: Of F'TA ! CHANGE I CHANGE ! 
~- 1953 - . FR~e1195z __ ~t-- 1953-+FROM 1952 -~-- 1953 __ i_ FRCf4_1952 j ___ FRCM !952 __ I 
I ESTABL!SHt~ENTS Er-'.PLOYING: i 100.0 · 3.6 !: 100.0 ! 2.3 1, 100.~-- I c~2__ i _7~7_ ! . : i: !! j I 
'! f I 
! 25 QF LESS ••••••••••••·····••••••• 













J/ MRTSMOUTH NAVAL SHIPYARD INCLUDED, EXCEPT VALUE OF 0 RODUCT. 












( 14. I) 







( 16 .3) 




























CENSUS OF MAINE MANUFACTURES - 1953 
TABLE G"l ... COMP AR lSON BY MAJC R INDUS TRY _§R2UP FQB__ TH~ YEARS 1950- 1952 
-- - ---- --- ---- - - -- - -- j ---- ! ~ ~50 c~ F ~ RC s-~i6GES - ---\ ~~~~~tE 1_ _____ N~M~,-~ o_r_~o ~~ :~~ --=i I TYPE OF INDUSTRY I YEAR I IN THOUSANDS : ~N ~HO~S;\N_~ ___ L __ E~~~!-~ _!; ___ T()2A~ _j --~~E _ _ ___ F_E~~LE , :----------·--------------- r- -- ---- --- ___ T ____ _____ __ -- ---· T-- -- - ; 11 , 
' ALL MANUFACTURING ! 1952 · $ 128 507 I $ 336 26! I $ 2 660 I: 126 397 88 215 
i (951 195 462 I 328 410 i 2 524 I: 130 095 91 553 I I ,: ! 
j 1950 948 898 I 259 257 1 2 269 I: 114 267 I 75 95ti 38 313 
- ----- ------------------ 4-· ---------- --- +--·-·---- - --- ---· - · ··r· -- - -+--- ·-- - -- -- -··11 ~ --- - -1 -- ------i FCO D AND KI NORED PRGDUCTS ! 1952 i 145 619 . 21 622 ! I 239 if 17 453 I 3 6;4 : g g 19 
i I 1951 : r473s3 . 20767 ! 1066 \; 194901 969s I 97~2 
! 1950 f 119 593 I 19 735 ! r 039 1i Jg 987 9 524 ! 9 463 
--------------------·---i· . ·- --- --- ----~ ---- --- ----------- --... - ---- ---·- :---------+-------· -;-·----_  J _ _ __ -- -···· 
;:!. [ TEXTILE MILL PRO DUCTS i 1952 273 421 70 S64 i 3 026 !: 23 416 J 13 903 9 513 
M 1 ! 195 I 318 094 75 493 I 2 86 1 \i 26 3i6 I 15 9 I 5 1 o 4 7 T 
l j 1950 ! 241 797 68 823 j 2 626 II 26 212 ! 15 55!J , 10 658 1--·----------- -- - -- ------t --- --- ------J---.... -.. --- ---- ------ -T ----- ----- ----- -T- -- - - ----- --- . n -. -- -- . --! ... --- ... (--. -·-··· --
I APPAREL AND cTHER FINISHED PRooucTs I 1952 ! 13 715 j 3 377 
1
1 1 s73 !J r ao; , 313 1 490 I ~:~~R~:~ FABRICS AND SIMILAR 1 1951 I JO 189 i 2 810 I I 67!J 1,., I 67S 1, 277 I !JOI 
I I ! ; l I i 1950 ! 10 134 ! 2 781 . I 691 , I 645 I 340 ! ! 305 1 
, ________ ___ ___ ------------+ --------- -------~ -- - ------- ---i--- - -- --------+---------4--- -----r --- ---! - --- ----
I 
LUMBER AND WOOD PRCDUCTS I 1952 I 127 241 ! 42 647 I 2 145 Ii 19 885 I 17 200 1 2 6$5 (EXCEPT FURNITURE)'. I 1 I I 
• 1951 I 111634 41125 1 2009 1
1
1 2046s : 11992 2416 
I I 1950 I 75 205 23 225 i I 846 \ 12 !g~J. 10 159 2 423 
38 142 
-- -- ·-·----- - - -- -- - - -- ---- - -

CENSUS OF MAlNE MANUFACTURES - 1953 
TABLE G•2- COMP ARISON BY MAJOR INDUSTRY GROUP FOR THE YEARS 1950-l9_2l 
-- ----- --
1 ! VALUE CF I GROSS WA '? ES ; AVERAGE i! NUMBER OF t~ORKERS ; 
: YE AR ~ p RC DU CT I p A I D At\·~L1 AL l: ~--·· ------·--. ---·- -----,--------- I I ! ( IN THO USANDS) ( IN iHOUSANDS) I EARNl~GS :· TOTAL l MAL:: ! FEMALE i 
---1--- ~- - -------t------- ----~--------------rr-------- T----·-i·- - -r I 1952 $ 4 790 I $ T 51'4 l $ 2 172 !: .m7 I 5gr 1 116 l 
I. 1951 4 457 ! 385 : 2 o 11 P 689 I 5487~ I 09 I 
. 195 0 ; 3 675 I 1 17 I I 2 ! 07 11 556 .. 62 
L I . !,· ! i l i ! 
GAPER AND ALL 1rn PRCoucTs · 1952 l 24s 097 54 208 T 3 m ff 15 m I 13 m 
j 1951 i 298 998 62 77~ I 3 559 !l 17 6~0 I 15 579 
I I 
,, 
1950 236 684 I 53 lIQO 3 156 !! 16 920 i 14 863 . 2 057 \ ~ :,· PRINTING, PUBLISHING AND ALLIED11- -l95-2-~---~15S---tl -----5-24Q- 11' 2- 916 --+
1
i--, 797-+-I -328 ---!-- 46d 
INDUSTKIES ; . I I . ! 
I 1951 ·, 13 430 ~ 5 192 I 2 828 Ii I 836 I 317 l 519 ! 
I 
__ i ___ '950 --!-----'~~-- 4 561 i 2 736 Ii I 667 ~232--i--~~-! 
CHEM! CALS AND ALL tED r RGDUCTS 1952 I 12 174 I 557 I 2 449 :; 636 I 5g3 : 53 ! 
I I 
I Ii I : I 
I 1951 I 11 030 I 463 l 2 283 !i 64 I I 5 88 ; 53 . ! · 1950 11 11 518 I 318 I I 950 II 676 : 617 ( 59 ! 
! I I ! l !l I I ~ ! RUBBER PRODUCTS JI 1952 l I 041 I 219 I 2 215 L'1 99 ; 78 ! 21 I 
l I I i I i ! I I 
I ___ ------··------ _ - - ·-----~------------- -------··---'----------- ----- ---~-- ----- - L-------·----t--
TYPE OF INDUSTRY 
I 
1--
i FURNITURE AND FIXTURES 
I 
i 
-------- - . ... , 
899 ; 
2 061 I 

CENSUS OF MAINE MANUFACTURES - 1953 
TABLE G • J- COMPA~ISON 3Y M~~CR INDUSTRY GROUP FOR THE YEARS !950-1952 
r-- ·- --- ---- ------
1
: ·- ---- - --- --· ·,- -- --- "~LU~-o-~-------·--1 -GROSS~;GES - -1 AVE~A GE q ----~~~B~~-F i·JORK;RS I 
r----:~~:_~~USTRY ______ ! --- -- YEAR---+ --'~~zgmNDS) ~- < IN _rn6~J~NDS) .w~~~~hGs_l-ToTAL-1- MALE-T FEMALE_; 
LEATHER AND LEATHER PRODUCiS 1952 $ 146 783 I $ 43 gqg $ 2 185 '1: 20 069 ! 9 252 JO 817 i 
! ' I I 
1951 141 853 I 39 no 2 112 1i 18 867 i 9 ;09 9 55g , 
1 Ii , I I 1950 1 129560 ! 37436 1958 1! 19116 i 92og 1 99og · 
~------ . +---------+-·- · - --------r--·-- I------- --~----------,-----------:·--··-- -·---
I! STONE, CLAY, AND GLASS nooucrs !I 1952 I s 659 l 2 995 I 2 76t 1! 1 035 I 1 060 I 25 i 
I I I " I . 





1950 ! 1 o4s 2 667 2 1+74 II 1 07s 1 1 049 ~ !---------------;-- -----!---- +--------- --- I i ---·--;--·------ --·1 
.... PRIMARY METAL INDUSTRIES 1952 i 4 207 I 631 2 437 !! 259 I 232 ·, 21 I 
I 
I 
FABRICATED METAL PRO~UCTS --, 
I 
1951 3 IJ06 '1 682 2 435 H 280 I 251 29 j 
1950 I r s3s 523 2 410 :, 211 191 1 20 ! 
195 I o v 6 992 i 2 S72 I! 2 435 I 900 I 535 l 
1952 tl-·---32~ :3203 -----r' -- 7755 r-~925- 1: 2 651 2 1221---~:;1 
1950 I 26 578 5 347 I 2 500 Ii 2 139 I 753 j 3s1 I 








-r, --- 41 649 19 831 ! 3 556 li -5 577 5 014 - --56) -r 
I 49 119 ,9 592 I 3 373 11 5 808 5 191 61, ! 
I i 1950 I 37 63Y 1 15 792 I 3 205 Ii 4 928 ~ 20$ 720 I 
\-------- - ------ ----•----- - . _L_ ___ _ 

CENSUS OF MAINE MANUFACTURES - 1953 
TABLE G•4-COWAqlS')N BY M,\JOR INDUSTRY GROUP FOR THE YE Ar{S 1950-1952 
,-·- .. · ···-- --· -- -------- -- · . · - · -- - -· -- - . 
1
1
, v -~ LUE CF I GRoss w.~GES , AVER :\GE ;. NUMB ER OF vJCRKERS - : 
I TYPE OF tNDUS TRY . YE.~R : P RODC CT I PA 1 D : ANNUAL i• - ---- -- -- -- ----·-·· - ---· -- • ------t 
. ! I (IN THOUSANDS) I (IN THOUSANDS) : EARNINGS ;: TOT,\L : MALE I FEMALE I 
1- --- -------- ------ -- - ----·--!··-- - - -··- . - .· - - ·· ·· ·- · - -- - -- ·-· . l---- -- --- ··----'- ·-- --- -----··· -!-! -- -- ------- . '---- - ---1 
! ELECTRICAL MACH1NtRY, EiC. J/ I 1952 j $ 2 575 I $ 682 : $ 2 352 i\ 29 0 '. 75 '. 215 i 
! f • I, . I I I ·---- -- -·- -. ----- ---- ----------- .. -----··- -- -· - .. .!.- ---- ----·--.. ! ... ---- ------+·-------··. ------ ~--- -- ---f--- -· --i---------~----- --- -- ... :-
I TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT Y I 1952 ; 46 137 I 57 678 3 911 1: 14 748 ' l4 085 663 ! I I 1951 1 36 599 I 45 648 3 825 i: II 935 II 340 595 I 
I I 1950 
1 
29 229 i 20 357 3 220 !\ 6 477 , 6 l76 30 I 
·---------- -- i-----------!------------ 1 -rt--- ; i 




INSTRUMENTS; PHOTOGRAPHIC .-\ND OPTICAL t ! ji ! 
GOODS; WATCHES AND CLOCKS i 195 I 765 I 210 2 922 i! 72 57 15 I 
1 1950 : 668 I 199 2 550 11 78 , 62 16 1 ...... . ..... 
·---- ----- --·-· --- ~- --·-- L------ -- t t-··------i-, ------ -~-----·- I----·; 
MISCELLANECUS MANUFACTURING 11
1 
1952 I 4 113 ,· 947 j I 824 i; 519 : 290 ! 229 I 
INDUSTRIES 1 I Ii ' • ' 
1951 r 3 91g 1 96, ! 1 149 JI 562 ,50 ! 212 
1 1950 I 5 192 i 1 106 ! r 403 l ! 7ss 
1 
4 32 356 
I i i , 1 • i 
rSE~H;RE SHO~~ --- - ------, - -;9;~-r--- - --~ -5g~ - -r --- 4o;----l- --;-~-4 ----11 -;5~--j--~26 31 
I 
I 1951 j I 163 ! 327 j I 660 lj 197 116 g I ; 
I 1950 I 1 204 i 313 I 560 Ii 201 JOI JOO I 
l. _ ___ ______ _____ :._ _ _ __ _ L : )I •. .. ! _________ J 
J/ 'PREVIOUSLY SHOl~N IN, NOT ELSE\~HERE SHOWN, LESS THAN THREE ESTABLISHMENTS REPORTING. 
Y PORTSMOUTH N,\VAL SHIPYARD INC LUDED, EXCEPT VALUE OF FRCDt;CT. 

CENS US OF MA INE MANU FAC TUR ES - 1953 
TABLE H•l - COMrARISON OF ALL MANUFACTURING 8Y_ CO IJ\!T !ES FOR THE YEARS_l950-!952 
,- ---- ---------- ------ ---- --- ~ --- ---- - - - -- -------- --- - ---· ----- . .. -·- --··--- --- -
1 1' 1 VALL'E OF ! GROSS WAGES i AVE qA GE !I NUMBER OF WCRKERS i 
! COUNTY YE AR I P~ODL'CT ; PAID \ ANNU AL !!···------·----------~,----.. ----· I _J-----~--- <_1N __ rnousANDs) ___ ! _____ <1N THOUSANDS) _ i _____ EA_RNINGS ~! _ TOTAL --i. _ MALE + FEM ALE _( 
, 1 1 : 1 !1 · · i 
I AND~OSCCGG IN I 1952 j $ 134 647 1 $ 40 174 l $ 2 564 l1 15 671 j g 622 ! 7 049 I I ' I ! ·, I ! l 
:I 1951 :~: ~:~ 40 322 i : :~~ I :: :~: ! : !!: ! 7 !SS I 
1950 l I 39 029 I l 1 I 7 399 l 
_II· AROOSTOOK ··-- - - - ----- - - 1---~52 ·- :-----4;--~~~-:---- -~~-- i I 690 i1 ~3-03~--r---g;4-1 
I I I ! ,· I I i 
I J 95 f ; 4 g 374 1 6 999 I I 5 gg d 4 40' 3 5 5 2 1 854 ! ~ i ! 1950 ! :,9 555 l 5 412 i I 609 li 3 364 I 2 666 l 698 j 
>4 I I ! ! ! i ! i l : 
~: 1------------·- -- -------J------ --- -4---- - ------~ . !I --l---·-----+----1 ~ ! CUMB ERLAND 1952 I 181 915 ! 43 664 j 2 677 :1 !6 310 ! 10 684 j 5 626 . 
I 1951 I 191 797 : 42 2~ t l! 2 511 !; 16 820 JI 145 I 5 675 I 
I _J_ 1950 1· 147 c16 36 415 · 2 291 i! 15 ggz to -z41 . ! 
I I I i! ., I 1 5 551 i 
I f ql"~L IN . 1952 I 37 294 9 763 I 2 2S5 ij 4 272·-+· ·3 24, -t--,, -, ~26 l 
I I I I !: I I I I 1951 j 38 069 1 9 669 ! 2 136 :l 4 526 3 565 961 j 
' I 1950 I 35 042 i 9 033 i 2 216 'i 4 07 6 2 923 I 15 3 1 
'HANOOCK----- -----· -r ::!~--1--- ;: ~~! 1---r::i--t- ; ;;~ ·i : :~: i : ;:: , :~: :1-
1_ _____ __ __________ i 1950 _ _J_ 18 987 -+- 4 509 I I 812 f 4gg ~ 1-~-

CENSUS OF MAlNE MANUFACTURES - 1953 
TABLE H•2 - CG M?.~RlSOT\J 3Y ALL MANUFi\CTURING _BY COUNTIES FOR THE YEARS 1950-1952 
j -------- - ·---- - -r----·--------, .. ·- ----·-- ,.---- I 
i I j VALUE CF II GROSS ~!AGES AVERACE ii' NL'M8ER OF ~tRKERS _j 
j COUNTY I YEAR PRODUCT , ?AID ANNUAL i:: -TOTAL-.. -,--- MALE -,. - -FE"1'1ALE I L ---1----, IN THOUSANDS) _L_ __ < IN THOUSANDS) EARNINGS _ :-----l----:_-~ 
I KENNEB8C '1· 1952 '1· $ 127 266 I $ 32 292 j $ 2 739 ii 11 791 ! 7 500 4 291 !. 
I I I I ' ' 1951 I 132 723 32 592 1 2· 613 !! 12 472 ; g 388 ; l+ 084 i 
l 1950 1 109 611 I 2s 115 11 2 432 I! 11 560 : 1 5,4 11 4 046 ; l I , I • 












,- PEN'JBS COT 
I 1951 j 24 467 1, 5 62t I I 645 !: 3 416 1 970 I 446 
I 19 1 20 616 41i 11 g ' g , 50 · i 5 515 I <+3 Ii 3 23 j 2 02 \ t 795 
! I i i 1: i ! 
1 195-~---·--,---.. -----g-5g5----i- 2 1,1 r 2 01+0 rr~;~-r--;~·-1 351 
I I ! I , ! l 
1951 I' 5 491 I 444 i I 1+61 l'l 9u8 j 727 ! 261 
1950 4 085 I 953 i I 331 I 715 I 493 I 223 
I I 11 . I 
-J---- --i-------------f -+t-------1-----+---I 1952 I ti6 285 I 12 996 2 254 Ii 5 766 . l+ 075 ! I 691 
I 195, su 137 I 23 624 2 727 I I s 663 1 6 77 o 1 1 s93 J 
II I I •, I I I 
i 1950 t-' 68 986 i 19 981 2 5qg trl i 7 842 I 6 045 I I 797 i 
----r -~2---- 156 951 ' 37 100 2 810 13.415 --~1c_T_ 2 445 1 
. I I I 1951 148 396 35 833 2 782 j 12 987 I 10 684 I 2 213 I 1- 1950 I ,05 740 24 519 2 476 , I 9 903 1 1 566 2 m J 

CENSUS OF MAINE f.~ ANUFACTURES - 1953 
TABLE H •1 .. CGWARlS!JN '3Y ALL MANUFACTURING_fil'_~UNTIES FOR THE YE4RS 1950-1952 
------------ - - - · - . . - ·-- · l - - - - - - - - -· --- -1 - - -- -- - -·- ·- -- - - . - ----- -- - ---- ---- ------------, 
l I VALUE OF : GROSS WACES I AVERAGE ;: Nl:MBER OF ~JCRKERS I 
\
. YEA~ I PRODUCT I PAID I ANNUAL 11---------- ------------- ,-- ---- ----, 
_____ ___ _ __ J _ -~'N i:u:~~os~-+-~'~ rnousANDS) I EARNINGS j I mTA~--~IALE __ f-_Fc!W 
,· 1952 I $ 19 749 I $ 5 418 $ 2 436 j 2 224 I I 760 j 464 I 
I 1951 '1 17 716 I 5 418 2 169 I 2 498 1, I 919 I 579 I 
COUNTY 
PISCA TAQl)IS., 
\ 1950 j to 913 i 3 553 2 090 : : I 700 I I 220 I 480 I 
---------------------- -------- ----1- - - ------------,----------- --------- I ll -~-- . -1 
SAGADAHOC ·, 19,2 i 59 233 1 17 099 3 230 ! 1 5 294 4 708 586 I 
~ ! 
~ · <: I !---- -------····-! SOMERSET 
' 1951 ! 45 998 ! II 895 2 870 :1 4 145 3 478 6671 I 1950 I 3g 569 I 7 556 I 2 53 r ; i 2 9s6 1 2 30 r ! 6e5 ! 
- --- .. -- -1, ··- ::;~ I --- -- :~ ;;:- ------'.,i-----:: :~: -1-: ::: --t : ;:: :-~-:;;-+--: :~;-II 
11 : I 
: \ 1950 ! 36 098 ; 9 302 2 036 I; 4 568 ! 3 002 ! I 566 I 
hALco-- -----------------+-1952 --- ~------; 920 +---3 025---t-1-7;-fl76-;-t-~o---1- -;~;-I 
I I I ,1 I I I ! 195 I · 24 063 I 3 204 I I 705 [ i I 879 j I 174 . 705 I 
I 1950 19 50 I ! 2 551 i I 323 ~I '. l 921 ! 1 20 f 720 I i I I I I ! . I I I 
WASHINGTON - -- ----- - -!1952 --,- ---43 5~5 I 10 121 1 529 1G6_1_s -i 3 539 ,--;-j 
I 1951 j 34 840 7 677 I 113 11 6 901 l 3 46_' ___ 1j·-···-343i_j 
··----------------'-~~-- -' 36 005 l 6 9s5 1 026 Ii 6 cos I 3 qo2 _ 3 qo6 l 

CENSUS OF MAINE MANUFACTURES - 1953 
TAB! E H•4 ., COMr'ARlSON BY ALL MANlJFACTURlNG BY CGUNTIF.S FOR THE YEARS 1950-1952 
- - -- ·- - ·-- ---- - - --------·i-- -- - -------- ------ - ·- - --· - -·:-- --- --- ·,··· - -· - --- ---- ---- - ··-· .. . _I _ _ __ ·- ·· - ·· ·- - -- ---- ,-- I 
i j ! VALUE OF ! GRCSS !~AGES ! AVERAGE ! NUMBER OF l,l,ORKERS l 
I 
COUNTY I YEAR l PRODUCT I PAID I ANNUAL 1----- -- - - --- --: - - -·-··- - -·· ·- ··-· - -··· ·-·! 
i ! (IN THOUSANDS) (IN THOUSANDS) , EARNINGS ! _:_rAL 
1 
MALE _ L FE MALE_i_ 
.--------- --- ------- ---+--- - r----- 1 1 , 1 ! I Ye RK JI I 195 2 i $ 139 73 o $ g7 gz I I $ 3 467 ! 25 m j 19 79 s ! ~ m ! 
I . 1951 :I rG5 962 s3 412 1 , 316 25 151 19 558 i 5 599 1 
. I 1950 , 126 348 55 e2s 2 s19 19 so, 14 160 : 5 64, I 
L-- -- -- -- -------i------+--·-·------------1-- _JI---
J/ INCLUDES PORTSMOUTH NAVAL SHl , HRD, EXCEPT VALUE OF PRODUCT. 























By Civil Di~ision 
GENERAL TABLES: INDEX 
The State by Subord~nate Industry Groups 
(pink-colored pages) 
Title 
Food and Kindred Products 
Textile Mill Products 
.Apparel 
Lumber and Wood Prooucts 
Furniture and Fixtures 
Paper and Allied Products 
Printing , Publishing, and Allied Industries 
Chemicals and .Allied Proa.uct s 
Leather and Leather Products 
Stone, Clay, and Gla s s Products 
Prirrary Met~l Industries 
Fabricated Metal Products 
Mach inery ( ex cept Electrical) 
Transportation Equipment 




















By Major Industry 
(green-colored pages) (canary-colored pages) 
Table Page Table Page 
17 11 Androscoggin 33 22 
18 11 Aroostook 34 23 
19 12 Cumberland 35 24 
20 13 Franklin 36 25 
21 13 Hancock 37 25 
22 14 Kennebec 38 26 
23 15 Knox 39 26 
24 15 Lincoln 4o 27 
25 16 Oxford 41 27 
26 17 Penob scot 42 28 
27 18 Piscataouis 43 28 
28 18 Sagadahoc 44 29 
29 19 Somerset 45 29 
30 20 Waldo 46 JO 
31 20 Washington 47 30 
32 21 York 48 31 
- 2 -

CENSUS OF MAINE MANU FA CTU RES - 1953 
TABLE I - FOOD :ND KINDRED PRODU CTS , BY susoqDIN~TE INDUSTRY GRnups 
! 
l---- -
TYPE OF INDUSTRY 
--- -r---- - ' - . I t I . - · · - - . - •------- --··-- - - - - - -
V A~U E OF ; GRO SS t AVE~MGE I: Nt.:1!:SE". OF HORKERS 
l{~GES I AMt·.'.UAL ~----------- -- ·-- ~--- - -- - - r-· ·-·- · - ·' 
PAID I E'R' · 'NGS · TOTAL: "''LE fEri'1 E 1 
- . ---------:- -~·-···--------- -· +!· --- -·- --- ---L- _·_'_" ----+-·---·--~-~ ::, RO DUCT --l- - - - -- - -
I FO'.J D AND ~IN '.;l ED FRO DUCTS 
' 
MU T P.\ CK ING ~ CUSTOi~ s: AUGHTE RI NG ••••••••••••••••• 
SAUSAGES ·'.1''. D rTHE, ; REPARE-. r-1~ .r·,T ? ~~;)UCTS ......... . 
P'JULT RY AHD Si-1ALL SAr·iE D~ESSl~J<: AND ?Ar'KIN~ ....... . 
I CE CREA;,1 ,1N0 ICES •••••••••••• , •• , ••••••••••••• , •• , 
C:1NNED SE,\ F" ODS ••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CURRED F !SH •• . •••••••••.••••••••••• , •••• , •••••• , ••• 
CANNED FRUITS "EGETARLES ~ND S0UPS; PRE-
S£RVE S, JAM~, \ND JELLI ES •.•••••••••••..••••••••• 
PICKLED FR ~! ITS MJD 'JEGZT.',BLES• VE S~T;\SLE 
S,\UCfS /,\J: SE1\ 'n~)P,'.GS; s:·, LAD D1ESS!'-!GS ........... I 
FROZEN rR!J lTS, VEGET.\BHS, _,\ND SU FOODS ........... ; 
I 
G RA I N-i·'. I L l " RODUC TS ••••••••••••••••• , •••••••••••••••• ; 
B . .:,, KERY PRODUCTS ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ; 
I 
C,\NDY ,\N ) :"ffE'"' c::·:FECT!"\EQY PRO)UCTS .............. : 
BOT TLED -rfT D" I' "'" '· lln r · ,-,:,"~1' TEr"\ · :~rEns 11 , 0 .... , , ,\ :, ~ . . : : ..,, J ~ o 11'.[ ,.... '-' · n :-\ ••• • ••••• • • 
I 
CORM SI RU F' , CORN SUGt,R, "-~R\I Q! L 'N D ';T.'.PCH •• , •. • .•• , 
! 
FL,\VORING EXTR:\CTS ;,'') FL.'\V"Rl'~G SiRU?S, N.E .C ...... i 
FOOD PF:EP/1R .\T:'.:JNS, N.E.C, ........................... i 
NOT ELSE '· HERC: SHO~:N 
: 
..............•.................• i 
1 __ - - - -·- - -- - --·----
I 
$ 144 995 124 ' ~ 22 s55 403 ' $ , 447 ,; 15 790 r;~6 g 044 i 
- - -·--- ---- l! 
i : 
2 269 062 135 259 2 941 62 56 6 
4 563 876 537 io2 2 g75 i; 1~7 151 36 
24 920 698 2;3 "07 I 711 759 ~58 301 
5 228 095 S63 099 3 100 280 201 79 
17 398 3% 4 436 261 851 5 212 ~mo 3 332 
557 536 125 155 366 342 141 201 
22 429 358 3 6:-0 215 927 3 981 906 2 075 
687 676 9g li43 2 40 I 4 I 20 21 
18 990 1i7 3 058 351 I 576 I 94 I 736 205 
7 077 345 529 873 3 312 160 151 9 
27 g49 g 14 5 ~49 631 3 028 965 I 350 615 
130 092 41 533 I 259 33 9 24 
4 774 65'{ 079 784 2 494 4 33 369 64 
I 751 461 3l:3 028 2 350 146 14 I 5 
419 440 64 509 I 536 42 25 17 
44 7 ;;69 297 7 24 2 558 I 12 67 45 
4 4~g 872 250 729 2 696 9ll 85 9 
.... - - - - - . ·- - -· 

CENSUS OF MAINE MANUFACTURES - 195 3 
TABLE 2 - TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS, BY SUBJRDIN ATE INDUSTRY GROUPS 
! · · i - · r -- · · · -
VALUE CF GRrss ,,·. AVER .~G E NuMBER GF r!CRKERS 
WAGES ANNUAL . 
I 
; TYPE OF !N~CSTRY I 
j ____ __ - - ·· - -· -
I TEXTILE FILL P~ODUCTS 
I YARN VlLLS ··································~·· 
I! BROAD·+!OVEN FA3RI C MILLS (CCTT:JN, !·JOClL, SILK, AND SYNTHETIC FIBER) ••• : ••••••••••••••• I BRCAD-WOVEN FABRIC MILLS (l-JCCLEN AND ~XJRSTED) ••• 
KNIT OUTERWEAR ~ILLS ••••••••••·•••••••••••••••~ 
CARPETS, RUGS, AND OT~ER FLOOR COVERI NGS ••••• :: 
FROCESSED WASTE AND RECOVERED FIBERS .~ ... ~ •• "°: 
·,;- I CCRDAGE AND T~J!NE ••• ••••• ••• • •• •••c• ••••••• •••~ 
PRC DU CT 
·1 - -·- --
! $ 256 394 1%8 
13 17 f 127 
116 743 326 
111 570 064 
I 271 8 to 




PAID ! EARNINGS : -·---·TOTAL- ·-··, -MA.LE- ··· , ----FE.MALE : 
- L_ ------- - - - -·--j- --- -- - -- !----- ··----+--- - -- --- -: 
1 $ 7~_?.~~-17.?. 
t 
2 360 452 
35 919 222 
29 1%9 771 




$ 3 062 i 23 "567 1 13 743 i ~ 624 ! 







j! I 126 ! 450 ! 676 
i ! 6 ''40 i 6 j ! 12 I 17 '+ •
1 
5 77 
j ; 9 0$0 6 035 3 045 
! i I ! i t 14 2S ! 86 
j! 
,· ii 333 27 435 70 
13 I j 2, ,o i 
11 I 
i l 112 82 i 
- -- - - - ·-· .. - Lt--- -- . - ··- --· - ·. - -- -- ·- - ·---- --
I NOT ELSEWHERE SW't~N ••••••••••••••••.•••••.••••• 
j_ ____ ___________ ·--- --· - -·- ·- - - -- - - -· - -· - ·-
I 
2 695 5~2 _ _! 315 576 
- -· _ __ i __ 30 
TABLE 3 - APPAREL, ETC., BY SUBORDl~ATE INDUSTRY GROUPS 
----- - -- ·- ~·· - --- ·· -rAl'P AR EL -AND -O TH E-R -F, ~J! SHED PRODUCTS MADE i, 
I FRC r-1 FASRICS AND s1 ::I LAR t'iATERIALS 
I 1
1 i MEN'S, YOUTHS', AND BOYS' CLOTHING••••••••••••• 
I I 
i, WOMEN'S AND MISSES' DRESSES •• •••••••••••••••••• I 
CHILDREN'S AN:) lrJFAi'·:TS' Dr:ESSES ··•••••••••••••• I CH I LOREN Is ,\NJ INF :\NTS I CUTE RWE AR' N. E. c ••••• ~; I 
I CANVAS PRODUCTS································ I 
i 




FABRICATED TEXTILE PRODUCTS, N.E.C. •••••••••••• I 
I NOT ELSEt,,JHERE SHO!~N •• •• • • • •• •• • • ••••• •• •••• •••• 2 968 502 
!---- -------- -- ------ --·-- ·- -· -- ------ - ·- · --·---- - 1- - - -· --- --· -· -·-- - - . 
3 g44 594 
2 12t 154 
23 3 251 
10 l 230 
438 031 
91 9og 














l' d ii Ii 
,I 
II 
·- ,J_ __ - ·- ·-
1 










I 80 i 
I 
! 7 I 
I 5 ! 
10 
790 






, 12 I 44 ! 63 1 l I 
-· ___ J - ------·· I 26s I '--·------' 

CENSUS QF MAINE MANCFACTURES - 1953 
TABLE 4 - LUM3ER MJD ~-DOJ PRODUCTS (EXCEPT FUR[·~ITURE), BY SUi30RDI NATE lt,19USTRY GRCUPS 
- . -· -
GROSS ' T-- AVER i\GE i ! NUMBER OF ~JCRKERS i 
,- ·- - -- ·- _ _ _ TY~-E- -~-~- l~~D~~-:RY- _ ----- - --~- -- _!_Ro_~:_i:_ _ T _ _ ~ltt ___ _! ____ :~~~~~~--__ / r---;o-isL--r : MALE _T_~E~A~-1 
I LUMSER AND ~JOOD PRCDUCTS (EXCEPT F~RNITURE) I $ 126 511 185 I $ '~ -J~_2 _09_1 $_~ ~?I ll : 17 155 i 14 71J_ I 2_1:z§ i 
VALUE OF 
I ! II I i I LOGGING CAMPS AilD LOGGING CONT RA CTO RS ......... ; 35 5 15 763 Io IS9 284 2 340 . I 4 355 I 4 ?95 60 j 
i d6 6 I r.. 1 I, • 
I
. SAl-JMILLS AND PLANING MILLS, GENERAL ••••••••• ~~. 34 793 568 10 2o 03 I 953 1 5 2o7 : 5 ltt2 125 !
I ! I SHINGLE AN'.) COCPER,.\GE STOCK MILLS •••••••••• .,... 169 840 62 395 I 642 I 38 38 NONE . 
':· MILUORK PLANTS •••••·••••••••••·••.a• ...... ~:.: 5 635 775 I 374 68f 2 931 1
1 
469 448 21 
6 I, 6 h ! I dd 11 t:; I F'LYWOOD PLANTS ••••••••~•••••••••••••••~••••u•, 823 7ttl J 92 9r+9 3 277 ;: 500 '+ ~5 123 
i ·I I I. PREFABRICATED WOODE~! BLDGS. AND STRUCTURAL I: I MEM6ERS ••••• ••••••••••••••• •• ............ •••• 518 463 108 455 I 937 II 56 j 53 3 
I wooorn soxEs (EXCEPT c1GA1 saxEsJ •• ; •••••••••• ; 7 g4z 119 2 546 022 2 809 
1
1 943 I g61 s2 
';' I ~~~:::~::E~~;·~~;·;;~~~;;·:::::::::::::::::::: 34 ::: ::; 12 ~:~ ;:: ; :~: 11 . 5 3~;_J_n:; _L_2 02:__1 
'--- --·- - ·· ·--- -- - ------ - -·- --- -~ - ··-------
TABLE 5 - FURNITURE AND FIXTURES, 9Y SUBCRDIN,HE INDUSTRY GROUPS 
- ·- - -· . - - - -- - . --- - .. 
!FURNITURE AND FIXTURES 
I- ·- ...... - - - - - - . 
- -·- - - -- - .. ! ! --- - - ·--- - 1··- - -- ------1 ----·· -
I WOOD-HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE (EXCEPT UPH'JLSTERED ••• 
v-JOO D-HOU s EHCJ L D FUR~; rru RE ( UP HO LS TE RED) ••••••••• 
MATTRESSES AN9 BEDSPRINGS •••.•••••••••••••• ,.,. 
PARTITJr:; ~~St SHELVING, LOCKERS, AND OFFICE .. . 
AND S TO Ri. FIXTURES ••••• o o o ••••••••••••••• •• o • 







... -- -·- ··-·- --------- --- ... _ - - -- .. - ~-· - ----~ 
---- - - -- - - - --- ·--L- - -
5414413: 
- - ---- - - I 
' 




6 ,5 664 I 




I JOO 559 I 225 195 
261 585 i 45 338 
- - -- .. - _ _!__ -- -- - - . .. -
2 6 o s i i 6 31 ! 5 06 I 1 2 5 
!! ! - I -I' I I 
i, 465 1 369 j 
ii ,2 I 9 
Ii 54 • 33 
2 562 
2 662 
96 ' i 
3 I 
I 2 713 i! 
I 11 i 2 667 I 




g3 g I I 2 I 
I I I 17 ! 14 , 3 i 




CENSUS OF MAINE MANUFACTURES - 1953 
TABLE 6 - !'APER AND ALLIED INDUSTRIES, BY SUSO RDl~ATE INDUSTRY GR'JUPS 
- ~------------~- ---- - --
ii VALUE OF GROSS AVE RAGE j i NUMBER OF WD RKE RS ! 
I TYPE OF INDCSTRY i PRODUCT ~tr~s :~~~ ·~~GS Ir ----~~~~~---.---~1~LE ·-r · ;;·M~~;; I-·-------------- -- ----t-------- ---- ·-·-1---- ---- --------tr-- -~ - -----~i--- ----1 
I PAPER AND ALllED PRcnuc,s I$ ~85 _1_s_~ -~~ l $ 5_~ 563_1~5- $ ~~~2 ! l t5 692 : 13 775 j , 917 l 
I I I 1 ' • 
,
1 
PULP r-'.ILLS •·••·••••••••••······•••••••••••••••• 18 251 417 ! 4 176 530 4 008 i ! I 042 I 024 ! 18 
rAPER AND PAPERBOARD ;,1 ILLS (EXCEPT B'JILDl :,;G- i I 1 1 
'l PAPER AND BUl~Dl i,!G-BOARD MILLS).............. 2ll8 1n7 755 II 56 397 203 4 212 'I 13 390 I 509 
PAPEREq.~RD BOXES; FOLDED. SET-UP AND ' . • I 
I
I coRRUGATED ••••••••••• ~....................... 3 Gsll 575 I 556 s99 2 590 215 12:5 92 
NOT ELSEl,HERE SHOWN ••••••••• ••• •••••••••• •••••• I 14 g03 666 i 3 433 123 ; 3 235 d 1 045 ! 747 ! 29g i 
! ----- ·-- --- - - ---------·--- --j- -- - --- - ----- - - - - - - - - _, __ , _ _ ___ ____ ___ ......__L_ ___ ---'--·-·· - - --- -- _ ___ ...J 
TABLE 7 ~ PRINTING, PU'3LISHING AND ALLIED INDUSTRIES, BY SC30RDl .1ATE INDUSTRY GRCUPS 
jPRlNTtNG, PUBLISHING
1 
AND ALLIED tNDU~TRIE~. - -. ~ . . \ 14 793 572 \ ;·,59 723 ! ·;--;~~------·-T·---,- -6~-; .. ! .. ;·;~5-... ·----~~·o 
i - ---- --·- ·-·- i .. - --- ! I 
! i i I I 1143g399 j 4316784 I 3429 l 
. I i I 2 366 857 i 684 528 ! 2 593 I 
! 366 332 1 121 251 ! 2 165 !l 
NE~JS PAPE ~S 
••••••••••o••••••••••••••••••••••••o• 
COMMERCIAL PRINTING•••••••••·••••·••••••••••~~. 







I . I ! I 
BCOKBINDING ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~oc .. e I 68 256 ! 26 488 I I 892 I 14 I 6 ! 8 I 
TYPESETTING ••••••••••••••••••••••• •••ea••••••;: I 110 218 I 44 511 i 2 7g2 i 16 ! 9 I 7 I 
PHOTOENGRAVING atie•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••; '1 202 371 IOI 143 I 3 890 11 26 I 23 I 3 I 
NGT ELS El~HERE SHOWN • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• •• 241 089 I 75 o 12 2 500 ! 30 I 19 I II I 
- --· ·---·--- --- ------- ·--- - _________ , _ _L_ ··-·--- - -- '---·-· - -- __ ___ J ____ ·-·- - --- -- - -·-1 - -- ----- :_ -- - ---t--------1 

CENSt;S OF MAI NE MANUFACTURES - 1953 
TABLE g - CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRCDUCTS, SY SUBORDINATE INDUSTRY GROU PS 
TYPE OF INDUSTRY 
------- --- - -- --· ----YALl:EO-F --T·--- GR'JS_S _ - -1 AVER.\GE - - -- ,r - ·----- - NUM3EK OF ~~ORKERS - -- i 
I WAGES I At~NUAL 11 - ------- --··- - · · - - -------- --- ---j 
I CHEM 1 CALS AND A~L I ED PRODUCTS 
--- -. ~ Rc'lll_:T _ _ +.-_ PA ID _ -+ .. EARN l~GS __ -·· +-- TOTAL- - ~-- f1ALE -+ m :ALE _, 
$ 1_11 _22_0 .~ I $ I_ 6S8 5J4 I $ L~8£. l §]}_ i 606 I 47_! I 
I BOTANl CAL PRODUCTS •••••• ••••••• ••••••••••••• ., •• 
j rAtNrs, VARNISHEs, ·nc; · •• ; ................. ;.,; 
I FERTILIZERS ••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~: ••••• ~~-~ 
MARI NE AN !MAL OILS ••••••••••••••••• ••• •• : •• ~.:~ I 
INSECTICIDES AND FUNGICIDES•••••••••••••••••••; l 
2 ~~: ;!~ ! 2~; ::: I : ~:: l I~! I 1:; I : l. 
I
I i I 
301 sot 2 57g I 311 29g 
1 
13 I 
2~0 131 2 729 i gg 86 j 2 i I . j 
9 274 012 
CHEMICALS AND CHEMICAL PRODUCTS, N.E.C •••••••• ~ I 
t ! NOT ELSE~JHERE SHO!~N ••·•••••••••••••·•••••••··•• l 
I I 
162 838 
I 321 395 
17 320 2 165 I g g I NONE · 
36 163 I l 572 I 23 j 9 I 14 I 
231 855 I 2 828 I l 82 ; 73 
1 
9 
-..J ! ---· -- - - · --··---- --- ··- - ··· - - .. - --- -- - - - - -- --· --1- --- - --- ---- - - --
-- ·---· - ... . - - --- -- ----- ·--·- - - - ---·- ·- -- I - - ·- -- - - --
• 
TABLE 9 - LEATHER AND LEATHE R P~ODUCTS, 3Y SUBCRD!NATE INDUSTRY GROUPS 
------------ -- ---·- ---·--------- ·-·--·-· -- .... .. . - . --- .. ---r····- ·- -- --- --, -- ----- - ----- --,r-
lLEATHER M:D LEATHEK 1,c~ucrs t.~~-73_~-~o.s j 4?_216-1.'!9- I ~.-~7. J j 
LEATHER TANNING AND FINISHING ············•••on 5 254 057 ! I 497 4g5 l 2 891 1,: 
BOOT AND SHOE CUT STOCK AND FINDINGS •••••••0•1 ' IC 068 620 ! 3 070 073 I 2 303 I! 
I 
FO~T~F.AR (EXCEPT HOUSE SUPPERS AND RU JB ~R . I I I 
O HlEAR) •••••··•• ····•······ ••oe••••··•· ..... . 127 601 131 39 229 7g4 2 266 • I 
· . 1, I NOT ELSEt,JHERE SHOt..JN •••••••••••••••••·u· .... o.. 1. 808 000 178 837 2 669 I I 
L . -- - . . . - _. . J_  I_ ----- - ---- __ d. _ 
. I I 
_1_2 __ ~~~ _ ! 8. 697 __ i IO 532 
51 s ! 429 I 
1 333 I 693 I 
i I 
11 311 I 1 526 ! 9 1s5 
67 l 49 I I g ! 
. ---L-- . -_ _J __ _ -- .. ! 
640 

CENSUS OF MA INE M~NU FACTCRES - 1953 
TABLE 10 - STON E, CLAY , AND GLASS PRODUCTS, BY suaoRDINATE INDUSTRY GROUP S 
t--· --------- -- -·-- ------- --- --· --- ----- --- · - ---- --- --- - -· , --- -- - -- ---- - - --------·- ~ --- -----
' ! VALUE CF ; GRC SS , AVERA GE 
, TYPE OF INDUSTRY : i W.4GES j Af·JNU AL 
I __ -----· _ -·- --·--- - - --- ------ -·-·:,;___ P.R??U~T __ ---- I, PAID ! ... _ EA RN INGS 1· - · 
! STONE, CLAY, AND GLASS PRC)t;CTS ' $ 10 050 594 ' $ 3 015 46? I $ 3 064 
i NUMBER OF WC RKE RS I I - - --.. - ·- - f - - .. . - ---- T- - - . .. - -, 
TOT AL j MALE i FEMALE : 
964 ! 961 23 ! 
i 
! BRICK AND HOLLObJ TILE ••••••••••••••••••••~ou~~ 507 17il 263 076 2 039 i' 
j CONCRETE PRO DUCTS •••••••••O.•••••••••••••••~~.~ J 437 636 456 382 2 944 Ii 
129 
155 
126 3 I 
3 
I CUT-STO NE AND SWl E PR ODU CTS··········••!•••,•, I 649 ,56 905 413 2 902 Ii 




·, T RE ATE D ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • • • • • • 4 0 5 9 5 I 15 0 9 29 2 6 0 2 I i 5 8 5 7 
NOT ELSE\~HERE SW~JN ............................. 6 050 473 239 6GI 3 757 !I 330 322 8 !, _______ , __ .. __ ·----·-- -------------- .. -----·-'- -- -- - -- - - --L.- ------ ---- ~--- ·· - - - - - - ·----~----~ - - -- - . __ __ .,. ____ _ ___ - -- -· 
TABLE 11 - PRIMARY METAL INDUSTRIES, BY SU80 RD!i~ATE lNDUSTKY GR~UPS 
m j PRI MARY MEHL INDUSTRIES . • •. • . I ? 693 70~. j 673 046_ !I ~2~ \ \ ~_9_ i ~ ·1 § I 
! : Ii ) . I 
GRAY-JRON FOUNDRIES ••••••••••••••••••••~•~•r,Oe~ I 796 542 I 336 337 I 2 406 li 1~0 ! 136 I 4 ! 
NOT ELSE~JHERE SHOWN •••••eo•••••••••o••• .. eoH.. ; 2 902 J60 I 34( 209 ! 2 437 !i f40 l 115 ! 25 ! 
1 • • ---- - - - --- --. _ · - ------ _ --- -- . _ __ · - -- - _ --· - - ·- -- --- _ . - · _ _ • --- •. _ • - ----·-- - · - _ i--- -- -- ··· ------ ___ ,_ _ __L __ - -- ·--' ____ ... 
TABLE 12 - FABR I CATED r~ETAL PRODUCTS, BY susoqDfNATE GRnups 
I FABRI ~T-~ MEHL --~~~~T-;- ; -~~E-; ·~-~-; ~~~~~E-- - ----- ·· 1----- ·- --- l,-- --- ---- 1 
l MACHINE~Y AN) TRANSPO inATIO N EQU IPMEN T) ' 1 31 524 Oi59 : 7 702 797 i I i ·--·----- I ----- ---- I 
I
i EDGE TOOLS ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• l I 051 178 i 460 543 l 
l 3 93!, 381 i HARDWA RE, N.E.C. ••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••• .... I 071 395 
FABRICA TED STRUCTURAL METAL PRODL'CTS •••••••••• ; 5 434 908 !I 943 034 4 267 
I METAL DOORS, SAS H, FKAf,)ES, IIDLDI NG, AND TRI M ;;, :i 947 103 ! I 154 842 I 931 
BO ILER SH'JP PRO DUCTS ••·· .................. ··•••• 3 3gg 122 I I 404 623 2 670 
:~~::-:~:;~ '~~\:;;~::·:~~- ;~;;;~;~;·::::::'.:~ ::: :;! i ;:: ;:; I ~ ;:; 
NOT ELSnJHERE SHO\~N •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 12 004 158 ! 2 243 g45 ! 3 567 
- ··- · -- ___ _ _ !___ __ - -- -- - ~ - -- --- - - .. 
-- - --------------·---- - ---
- -- -- ---- ---rr ---·- .. -----:-------r-· ----· r 
3 01+3 i\ .2-ll.' . ! 2 025 I _5~L I 
1
·1 I I 
2 74 I j 16 3 t 15 6 12 . 
4 J 37 ! i 259 I 236 23 : 
II I I! 221 212 9 I 
1• : 
1 593 31 o 288 I 
i 526 506 20 ! 
I 49 41+ 5 1 
'I SI 62 19 I 1 .. ---629 . , _ _ 499 _!__ - 130_ ! 

CENSUS OF YJ.INE MANUFACTURES - 195.3 
TABLE 13 - MACHU1ERY (EXCEPT ELECTRICi,L), BY SUBORDINb.TE INDUSTRY GROUPS 
·------ -- -- · - - - ---------- -- - --,----· T· ------- --- -· :1 - ·- - - --
I 
Vi,LUE OF I GROSS l AVER .. GE 11 NUMBER OF WORKERS I 
i TYPE OF INDUSTRY I w'.i.GES I A?-.1'TU;\L ; I __ __ _ - - - ·- -- .-------1 
I j PRODUCT l PAI]) j Ei,ffimJGS ! I TO'J:'1~L ! MALE ! FEMhLE ! 
1
1! MACHH!~RY ;~~~L;;;C:~ ----------· ,,--;;6-3; :;---t-;~~ 4~2--5~;--r-;-;-;;--i!--~ 89;-·-l -; 318-t--~7-;-J 
I ·-------- I 1. I --, i I ! I I 
11. CON§)'~llCTION. AND mNI.~G1. ~ND spv;ILAR J;IJ',9HrnERY ' 7 702 7'lO I 2 276 88'l 'l 846 11 I 592 : 571 21 l lEXC!!.PT OIL-FIELD ~,u~C11L~ERY ,,ND TO<;LS • .. • • • • • • • .,1 • .,1 .,1 
I I 
I 11 203 253  82 241 3 046 
39 681 475 j 16 962 362 I 3 777 i i 



























NOT ELSE.WHERE SHOWN • • ••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. .,1 ,, .,1 
··------·---··- ·· I --·---- --------t-------· --- ·- -- --- _!_ 
MET AL-ViOR.'t(.H;G Mll.CHINEE!.Y .......................... . 27 19 8 
TEXT ILE 11\CHit-!ERY ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• _ ••••• 502 
533 .30 
220 206 14 
TABLE 14 - TRANSPORT!1TION EQUIPY.ENT, BY SUBORDIN.4.TE INDUSTRY GROUPS 
I TRf,NSPCRTr,TION EQUIPMENT 
--------
1









I j 1 1 ! 
TRUCK AND BUS BODIES ~·•••••••••••••n••••••o•eooo ; 161 98'.) : .39 470 ( 2 467 ,! 16 I! 16 I Q i I I 1: I 
SHIP BUILDING ~.ND REPAIRING '}) ............. o< .. ,. ... • i 42 50·: ~·/ ~ i 50 283 501 I 4 o45 j: 12 4.32 l 11 860 ! 572 I 
' I 'I I '. . 
BDf,T BUILDING !,ND REPAIRING •••••••••••••••••••••• I l 868 415 I 815 139 I 2 ,6, Ji J45 . 320 1 25 I 
I NOT ELSEWHERE SHOV1N .......................... 00 OU ! .3 587 807 I 1 507 521 . 4 009 I 376 I 355 I 21 i 
-----·- ·-- -----·- - - ·---- - -- -- -·- - -- ·--- --· _J _. - ··- -·- -- ----- ....... ----------- ·-- ·-·---L-- - -- -- -- -- -· I ---- - ------- --- L . ------- ··· · -
"}) INCLUDES PORTS!.~OUTH NAVAL SHIPHRD, EXCEPT v~·~1uE OF PRODUCT. 

CENSUS OF Mi1INE MANUFACTURES - 1953 
TABLE 15 - SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS, ETC~, BY SUBORDINATE INDUSTRY GROUPS 
I - - - ·- - - · - - · - - - ------ - - ----· ----- - · - - ---- ----,-- --- · ·-·-- - -·--.- -----· - · ,- · - ·- - - - -! V,,LUE OF ' GROSS I ilVERt-GE i ' -- - - - -, I ! . NUMBER O F Vi;QRKERS I 
TYPE OF INDUSTRY : j Wt..GES l ANNUAL 
! PRODUCT ' PAID ! Ei,Ri.\JINGS i ~OTAL I MALE ! FEil!'ii.LE ! +--- -:--- -----1-
-i-1· -----i- i 
i l. ! i I 86 I 62 










OPTHALMIC GOODS••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~·~··~• 700 .315 





2 166 11 I: 
l i 
3 6 l 
_ ___,__ _ _J 
,___ ___ . - --- - ··· - - - · . - ---------- ------ - --- - ·- __j ____ ____ , 
TJ,BLE 16 - l.'USCELLANEOUS M.iliUFi.CTURING, BY SUBGRDINATE INDUSTRY GROUPS 
aSCELLI.NEOUS ~-;J:-u:-;;;:~-l~;·;IE~ --- - 4 556 43; ' - 1 141 684 l t ,-------- !~----~---·-· ' . : ' I I i I 586 ' .'.329 257 
I : 
1 948 
SPORTING AND ~THLETIC GOODS, N.E.C. ••••&•••••••••·•• 
BROO~S AND BRUSHES ·····••o••••••o•·····~···•••••o co• 
MORTICIANS' GOODS ···········o~c-·o••••••..,.o,110•001,090 
M0DELS J..ND PATTERNS (EXCEPT PAPER P.t.TTERNS) •• , .. .,i,o..e 
MISCELLt,NEOUS FABRIC.A.TED PRODUCTS, N.E.C. •••ec•·•••• 
NOT ELSEWHERE SHOWN • • • ••••••••• ., •• ., ........... ,, • ., o c .... 
864 857 
104 596 
2 482 555 
620 159 
I 
j 1 630 ; ! 
l 981 ' I 
I i 
.3 50 376 215 10.3 112 
28 461 29 27 2 
125 269 i 2 .320 · I 51t 45 9 
I 25 706
1 
'I 5 141 i I 5 , 5 o 
I ; ! I I I I 267 560 . 2 287 ! ,· 117 ! 98 ; 19 I 
I : I I ! .344 312 L 2 074 ; ! 166 ; s1 115 I 
- - - - j -- - - -- - ---- -- I ----- I --- ' ~ 

CENSUS OF MAINE MANUFACTURES - 1953 
T,',BLE 17 - ALL f-1ANUFACTURING, Ar~DROSCOGGIN COUNTY, BY CIVIL DIVISION 
VALUE OF I CIVIL DIVISION ; 
I I p RO DUCT l·--------------1. I ANDROSCOGGIN CCUNTY I $ .. i 41 M6 O I~ 
I AUBURN, CITY ............ ;.; ••••••••••••••••• ; 44 721 296 
I
I ~::~:~~N:0:~T~·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 70 ::~ :~; 
LISBON, TOhN •~•••oo••eeoen;•~~•~•~;;; ••• c•••~ 14 732 }07 
I LIVERl'i'J RE FALLS, TO~-JM ••••orHoC'•o .. ooo .. ,;••••~ 4 325 585 
l MECH AN I c F.'.LLS, T0 1":'N •••••••••••• eu........... 3 999 35lJ 
I I PnLAND, TO~iN ,.~Q~~ •••••• ~ ........ : ••• : •••• ~:~~~ 192 360 
...., I . . 1rr1 
i GROSS AVERAGE t·i NUMBEROFhDRKERS \ 
I WAGES At~N UAL l 
f $ 42p:~: 982 :A:S I :T:~ I I SM:~: T :E:::E 
I 
13 283 449 2 245 II 5 916 II 2 857 I 3 059 
92 687 2 377 39 ;6 3 
22 449 206 2 s5, 1 868 I 4 ,,s 3 550 
3 746 960 3 562 I! I 052 11· 765 I 2g7 
I I 02 788 2 730 I 404 38 I 23 
755 679 2 820 258 I 193 I 65 
33 924 , l 094 I 31 I 30 I I 
....., j TURNER, TOViN ••••••••••~&~• •••••o••••••• •••<'fl• . 330 'tO I 
I ___ OTHE _~ MINOR CIVIL DIVISIONS ··········.·..:_:~~-~--L __ , _ B_03_84 __ 2 __ c__ 
I I 3 34 4 I I g g9 11 6 0 I Zl 1 3 3 
50 I 945 I 97g . ! 513 I 29 I 222 
. ------. --·------~--~------ ---.-.l 
TABLE Jg - All MANUFACTURING, AROOSTOOK C~UNTY, 2Y CIVIL DIVISION 
AR0osrooK_ c~UNTY~- · ·------·- ·-:-----. - 1- --53-·7;19~0· -··. I -.. -- 7· ·343 ·g;;-- I 
ASHLAND, TOl-!N o•••~••••••••••••••••••••<>•·•••• 346 13~ I 72 6~8 . 
CARIBOU, TOL·JN ................................. 9 ; ~~ :~! I I 185 599 l 
EAGLE LAKE, TOl'1N ••••••••••••••• ., • • ..... n ~ c, ... ~ 
FORT FAIRFIELD, !OWN .••••••••••••·•••••••••• 
FORT KENT, TONN o•••••••••••••••••••••·•••o~~ 
HOULTON, TOt~JN ., ••• ,. ••• ~~•••••••••····•·····"~ 
MADAWASKA, TOWN ••••••o••••••••••o••••O••••~• 
PRESQUE ISLE, CITY ••••••••••~••·•••••·•••,o• 
OTHER M!NCR CIVIL DIVISIONS ·o~•·•••••••••·~• 
275 576 
9J9 290 
4 524 807 
30 838 123 
2 572 717 





165 61~ I 
62 202 
I II 880 
I 014 205 
3 2g I 469 
324 004 


















465 249 216 
75 66 9 
2ll 24 
I 
64 32 321 
;72 312 601 
757 686 711 
i 229 197 321 






CENSUS OF MAINE MANUFACTURES - 1953 
TABLE 19 - ALL MiiNUF,\CTURING, ccr~SERi.AND CO\Jt!'t.', BY CIV!L DIVISiON 
I. Vt;l..UE OF-r GR'JSS I AVERAGE 11 - NUMBER OF ~ORKERS r CIVIL DIVISION 1 W:\,GES ArrNUAL 1r-- , .-- 1 
____ -------------------------~----p~~1:r __ -+---- -~ID---- _ -t----EAR~ INGS -11 TOTAL-~-- MALE --~ FEMALE 
CllMBERt.AND COUNTY . _ . . . i $ ,qj ·· ~.L:.Q1 j $ 47 og9 8].i $ ~ I ~ , 10 ,~g 5 620 
I I 
I 6 t I BALD\.vlN, TOt,rr~ O••••••••••Cao••·····u••·H~·~· I 900 77 I 277 752 3 052 II 
FALMOUTH, TO;JN o~~.,.~oe•O"'"~'>~"'''"~•a•u-.oee<'e•) 
SCARBOROUGH, TO[·JN r.,c: l'C o >, o c r "•~ c U ,' " •:, ~ f" • • •. • ,: ~ 
li]NDHt,M, Toh·:~ COC•••••'l••••••r-,Q•••oo•••OO•"-'~ 
YARMOUTH, TO~N oe~•Oo•~~~~·c~-.~··y~c~GoG~•G•• 
I OTHER MINOR CIVIL DIVISIONS eoe••>e~••••~r • •c• 
L~~~~~~~---~~--~-
415 888 
11 669 630 
2'{ ijO 
I iS 7)3 
565 619 
2 804 1'{2. 
2 869 611 
16 7£52 979 
175 6~2 
I 622 329 
5 578 49'+ 





3 221 594 
2 496 829 
142 077 
24 I 604 
19 336 285 
54 i 177 
5 42:, 311 
61 529 


































































I 2 57~ 
I 31 
I ~,o 
I 13 I I 160 
,,4 I 9 
q52 j 1,9 I 
156 ! 17 I 
J__ ___ I 

CENSUS OF Mf,INE MANUFACTURES - 1953 
TABLE 20 - ALL i:·.t~?IIDFACTURnm, FR;.NKLIN COUNTY, BY CIVIL DIVISION 
-·-- - -· - - - .. ----
VALUE OF GROSS J,.VERAGE NUMBER OF itiORKERS 
CIVIL DIVISION i'l'.AGES ANNU.t..L 
PRODUCT PAID Ef\ID:INGS TOT!~L i\.J;.LE FEMALE 
- -
-- - -
FR.'..NKLIN COUNTY $ .34 200 453 $ 8 87.3 68.3 $ 2 741 3 237 I 2 558 679 
CHESTERVILLE, TO\, N e ••••••••••••••••••••••• 186 1.38 76 586 2 641 29 28 1 
EUSTIS, TO~~N •o••••••••••••••••••••••••••o 1 000 000 669 898 2 690 249 211 .38 
FARMINGTON, TO\'~ N a " ....... " ••• "' ••• • ••••• . , •• a • 1 8.36 ~39 551 713 1 858 297 207 90 
JAY, TffidN •••••••••••••••··•·····~·•o••••• 12 835 287 2 771 911 3 676 754 7'37 17 
KINGFIELD, TOv'v]~ o •• ,j •• o • •••••••••••• o ••••• 508 .317 267 3?7 2 089 128 94 34 
Nfil·, SHJ..RON, TOV\,}I o •••• o. • .............. ,,ao,;;a 423 453 92 035 1 000 92 43 49 
I-' 
!'IEV1 VINEY.-1RD, TO~!f, N •. o ••• • a •••••••• ,, •••• ~ a 370 784 158 002 1 775 ·l 89 73 16 \..JJ i! 
l PHILLIPS, TQ\'JN o •••• ft, •••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • 180 213 101 8.30 l 414 '. 72 48 24 ., 
804 286 3 094 747 2 689 II 'HLTON, TO\,H .............................. 13 ·l 1 051 783 268 
OTHER MINOR CIVIL DIVISIONS 
•·······•·•··· 2 955 0.36 l 089 584 2 289 i! 476 334 142 
TABLE 21 - ALL 11.i.NL'FACTURP,rG, lI.~ECOCK crm:TY, BY cr;;IL DIVIS:011; 
· --i j HA~ COUNTY 22 298 645 5 175 780 2 162 2 394 1 649 745 
·---- ·--
-- - - -
; 
BLUEHILL, TOWN •o··········· ··········~ -u~ 239 976 96 239 1 188 I 81 70 11 
BROOKLIN, TO\:!~ o I.) •••••••••••••••••••••• o • a 1.36 660 64 921 l 119 58 42 16 
BUCKSPORT, TO\~N C'o•••••••11•••••••••••c•••• 14 722 4.36 2 977 428 3 6.39 818 781 .37 
ELLSWORTH, 1 996 184 545 781 1 577 I .346 208 1.38 c ITY • e •• ~ e ..................... 
!I MOUNT DESERT, Toi. r~ ••••••••.•.•••••••••••• 205 000 81 27.3 1 594 51 49 2 
1 .358 244 4.31 2.31 2 234 i 19.3 122 71 SGUTm.EST HARBOR, T011,N • o •••••••••••••••• • •I 
STONH;GTON, TOv,N 784 140 .35C .317 l 747 ;1 2o4 .98 
106 
......................... 
762 325 171 750 1 352 'I 127 62 65 TREMO?-!T, Tm,'N ............................ 
OTHER MINOR CIVIL DIVISIONS ............... 
-L 2 09.3 680 450 840 874 !i I, 516 217 299 . i 

CENSUS OF MAffE MANUFhCTURES - 1953 
TABLE 22 - .C.LL Ml.NUF.~CTURING, KENNEBEC COUNTY, BY CIVIL DIVISION 
CIVIL DIVISION 
! KENNEBEC COUNTY 
~UGUSTA, CITY ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CL:l-lTON, TOi"i N .... o "' ...................... . 
a ·.LLOLELl..., CITY •••••••• " •••••• ,.,, .. o• ., • ., •• 
LITCHPIELD, Tov N ........................ o 
MOFri,;OUTH, Tor. N , •• , ••••••••••••••••••••• • 
O...JCLAND, TO\:N ••••••••••••••••••••••• , ••• 
RANDOLPH, TOi~N ••••••••••••• , •• ., ......... • 
RE..",. DF IELD, TOKN ••••••••••••••••••••• • c ., <> 
VAS S!,LBORO, TO\,N •••••••••••••••••••••• •e. 
i:.J,.TER.WILLE, CITY s •• ,. •• , ................. . 
V. I NSLOV1 , TO'i, N •••••••••••••••••••• ., • ,, •••• 
WINTHROP, TOWN ............ o"•••·•••••••••• 











J. VERAGE !l.'UMBER OF t ORKERS 
TOT i.L l M:,LE ! FEl.::l.LE 
~ - -·. - - -- - - ---- - -1 -
--· - -----. ·,; - -- --· - -r·--- --!- ---- ··-
38 993 951 
2 420 007 
12 036 878 
1 762 327 
218 719 
3 612 205 
7 326 626 
523 554 
76 903 
2 867 ll7 
J4 341 297 
24 090 331 
2 586 308 
202 434 . 
! 
$ 32 608 234 
9 035 112 
409 126 








7 962 73.3 
5 eo6 39~ 
1 362 700 
93 971 




11 11 621 : 7 __ ~?3 I 4_~28 : 
,! I 





































2 892 ii 2 75J 
3 305 ii l 757 
2 173 11 627 
I 2 13 6 : ! 44 ! 
I · ; I 











1 524 l 229 





CENSUS OF W.J. INE If.lA?,mFhCTUHES - 195.'.3 





i -------- - --- ---------! KNOX COUNTY 
i 









FRIENDSHIP, TG;N ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
ROCKL:..:t-!D, CITY " ,, • ••••••••••••••• c • • o ••• ., 
ROCKP0RT, T0\1}J o" •,, • ••••••• " •••••••••••• 
ST. GEORGE, TOi'i N • • •••••••••• ,. •• ....... o . 
THOMJ.STON, TOWN • ., •••••••••••• ~ ••••••• "'° 
UNION, TOWN •••••••••••••••o•••••••••••o 
WARREN, TO\\" N coo•ooo• o •~•••••••••<>•o•ooQ 
OTHER 1:i!NOR CIVIL DIVISIONS 
········•·•• 
·-- - - - - -- -- ; . ,-- - -- - --- ·;, - ··-- ·- -- ------- - ·--- -------! 
VALUE OF I GROSS AVERAGE ! ; Nm.IBEH. OF i , ORKERS 
PRODUCT 
FAGES AN!JUJ.L l \__ __ 
Pi.ID EARNINGS . 1 TOT.AL : MALE I FE?IJi.LE 
. -L . -~ -- - - --$ 2~ 102 57~ ·-1-$-~ J59 -77;--
1 
-$-;:-e1~-y--.3-;_-78----i- 1-696 1 482 
4 2JO 672 
56 450 
12 542 154 
263 0.30 
526 580 




I I : : 
1
1 1 160 072 i 2 447 i I 
25 486 1 274 ii 
1. ! . I 
2 691 923 1 681 
I 
! 101 559 
199 3.34 















































_L_ ____ _ _ • 
T .1~BLE 24 - ALL I\'il,NUF i,CTURH.'G, LINC(1LN COUNTY, BY CIVIL DIVIS ION 
1 
LHTCOL~J COUNTY 
··--- -· --- - ·-· -- - ·- · 
---- - ·- -
- - ---- - ---- - . -- - - -- - -
-·----- ------- - -·- - - --- --- ------
--- --- -__ .. _ ----
7 804 222 2 85.3 208 2 577 1 
~07 _8!5 ~2 I ·- . ---- --l BOOTHBAY, TOhN 2 .398 .398 1 156 522 3 432 ' 8 I ... .. .......... ., ...... ,. ... 3.37 .329 j I BOOTHBAY HARBOR, Tm N ·•••••••••••••··~· 2 185 299 822 759 2 524 326 245 I 81 I I I I BRISTOL, TOV.'N ·~·······················~ 60 51~9 45 538 2 846 16 15 l 1 I I DAMARISCOTTA, TOl.'N • • • • • • • • si • • • • • • • • • • •o 121 iS2 47 298 l 051 45 26 I 19 l I I JEFFERSON, I I I I T01. N 29 550 15 .314 1 5.31 
11 
10 10 I 0 • • • • • o • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • e ·o I I NE.'.'C.l.STLE, TO,:N ....... , ........•••.•.•• 11.3 877 32 426 
I 
2 162 15 14 I 1 \"iALDOBORO, TOWN •••••••••••••• • •••••••o• 2 278 423 557 025 2 184 255 76 I 17, 
I 
! hEITEFIELD,. TO\",N 171 569 7.3 312 I 560 47 44 •·•····•·········•··•• I l i .3 OTHER MINOR CIVIL DrilSIONS l 445 275 10.3 014 I l 840 56 56 I ............ I ! 0 ·- -- --·----- - --- - - - - ·-·-- __ _i.__ __ T-- ---
-- -- - -- ·- --

CENSUS OF MAINE MANUFhCTURES - 1953 
TABLE 25 - ALL Mi,NUFACTURING, OXFORD COU!~TY, BY CIVIL DIVISION 
I CIVIL DIVISION 
I 
1. - -
I l OXFORD COUNTY 
I ANDOVER, TOli'N • o • e < e o o o o o o • o o • o o o O O • • o O O 
I B::~:;~;L::v:m:~. : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
BUCKFIELD, TOWN ••oo••••••••··••••••••••• 
CANTON, TO\JN • o •••••••••••••••••••• • •• • •. 
DIXFIELD, TOKN £~e••o~Y••••••• • •••••••••• 
FRYEBURG, TCV_. N • o ~ •••••••••••••••••••••• • 
HIRii.M, TOWN QO••························· 
LOVELL, TOWN ••••••••·•••o••••••••••••••• 
NOR1·: AY, TOWN ....................... (' • ••• ~ 
OXFORD, TOWN•••••.,.•••••••••••••••••••••• 
I P.ARIS, T0¥1N ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
j RUMFORD, TOWN • ,. ..................... ,. •• , ., 
I I WATERFORD, TOWN o;;, > • o • • o o O O c • • "e • • • 0 0 0 0 • 0 
I \iOODSTOCK, TOVlN • c ••••••••••••••••••••••• I i TWP. 5, R, 4 (LYNCHTm:N) ................. . 






$ 87 941 257 
298 577 
3 049 480 
240 039 
1 148 856 
.340 408 
J 819 629 
2 635 928 
522 7.34 
l 837 215 
7 60.3 6.31 
2 902 175 
7 392 54J 
47 84.3 681 
586 160 
4 900 000 
l 990 655 
-- - · -- - -- · -- - - ---i-- ·-·· - -- -· -- - .----- - --· - - -·- ---- ----
I GROSS ; AVEHJ.GE ii Nll..iBER OF \. ORKERS 1 
I- !!~;s i-i:;gt~Gs 1·----T~T-,:i:- ---MALE F~MAL~ 
· $ 24 210 5.35 I $ 2 915 : 8 .305 6 271 2 0.34 ! --- ------ 1 ii ---- I 







2 290 421 
7.36 .32.3 
2 .346 061 






I I l 2 611 ,I JOO 246 54 
I 880 'I 5.3 52 1 
I 11 
1 1 68.3 I 
I I I ,02 






















































CENSUS OF MAINE ffiANUFi1CTURES - 1953 
TABLE 26 - ALL ?wU-1.NUFi~CTURING., PENOBSCOT COUNTY I BY CIVIL DIVISION 
CIVIL DIVISION 
I PENOBSCOT COUNTY 
BANGOR, CITY ·······················••o•o• 
BRE\1ER, CITY ~~ ~··••••••••••••••••··~••o•• 
CORINNA, TnWN .. co"••o••o•••••••••••••••••• 
L.AKE.'VILLE~ PLl1NTATION c, •• - • • ••••••••••••• • 
LINCOLN, TOWN •., •• " •••• o., •• ., ••••••••••••• • 
MILLINOCKET, Tffi:N ••~•oo••••••••••••••·~·• 
NE\, PORT, TO\,N ~ c ........................... o 
OLD TOWN, TOV:N CO••······················· 
ORONO, TOWN o••o·························· 
PLYMOUTH, TO\'.'N ->" " "• •••••••••••••••••••••• 






146 85; 958 
14 815 243 
3 926 093 
9 515 502 
10 676 817 
309 6.35 
7 192 150 
44 922 694 
7 407 265 
19 699 920 
J 2.36 7o4 
699 478 
24 454 457 




- -i- - - - - - . ------ -- - _._ __ 
I 
$ .36 427 746 
.... _______ 
4 .374 122 
1 214 063 
1 .375 124 
.3 .378 646 
19.3 210 
1 972 1.36 
9 5.33 988 
770 0.37 
5 407 573 
498 J0.3 
165 516 


















' I, I 
JI.TUMBER OF V,; ORKERS 
: - -TC)TAL · i MALE · r -FEt:ALE 
+:--· --. - --r -·-·- -- ----! -·· - ----- ' 
I . 














































3 207 ! ; 2 .3 53 j 2 067 






CENSUS OF VAINE MANUFACTURES - 195.3 
TABLE 27 - .ALL I'.~,NUFilCTURING, PISCJ,TH.tUIS COUNTY, BY CIVIL DIVISION 
,- - -
! CIVIL DIVISION 
! 
I ·-· --· -----····-·· - -- --! PISCATAQUIS COUNTY 
I BROWNVILLE, TCWN •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
I DQVER-FOXCROFT, TQ~iN o•••••~•••••••••••r••• 
l GUILFORD, Ta{N ce~•s••o•••••••••••••••••oo• 
I GREEN'."I LLE, TOWN ~-.:, e e • e o • • o • o o o • o -, • • e • o e o '" O 
MILO, TO\~ N ........ , ••• o •• ~. • •••• ,> • ') ••••••••• 
i 
MONSON, TOliN ....... o •• ".,. •••• ~ •••••••••••• o 
lxi j ___ O~rH~R 1~NO~-~I~~L-DI'~ISIOi~. _:_"_:_• eo-~~-o °" 0 ~ ~ -~ 
I 
TABLE 28 - ALL ~GNUFtCTURING, SAG, D~HOC COUNTY, 
- - ---- - - -
! Sl,Gi.Di.HOC COUNTY 
t 
Bit TH, CITY o•·~•••••~•••••G•o••••••••••~•oc 
BOY1 DO INHAM, TOtN orooeeno•••••••••••••••••• 
RICHMOND, TOWN • o \) ...... t) • o ••••••• • •••••••• o • (J 
TOPSHAr1·!, TOWN 
~0•0••2o••••a•••q••••••••oc•s 
OTHER MINOR CIVIL DIVISIONS •c•••• •••••••c'• 
·- - "-- - - - ·-- - - - -- -
I Vl,LUE OF 
I 
I PRODUCT 
- . ·+--· ------- --
! $ 12 779 061 
6.32 060 
2 606 901 
5 .3~8 427 
2 016 702 
998 205 
1 028 144 
1.38 622 
BY CIVIL DIVISION 
- - . 
57 4.35 500 
47 056 572 
3 278 01.3 
1 929 593 










i 16 974 .345 
14 885 207 
.3.30 805 
418 755 






- - .... -- •J- -• ·-
i: 
- ·---r -.. 
I 
.3 700 II 4 588 
I 
4 0.30 I 558 ,, ! I :, 
.3 803 !1 .3 914 ! .3 554 360 
2 525 ll 1.31 76 i 55 
ii I 2 407 p 174 82 i 92 
r! I 3 817 . j J.37 i 297 4o ii 
1 662 11 .32 I 21 I __  11 1! 





CENSUS OF MAINE W ... NUFI~ CTURES - 195.3 
TABLE 29 - ALL .MANUFACTURING, SOMERSET COUNTY, BY CIVIL DIVISION 
,-- - - ·-- --- - ·- -- . - ----· -------····-- .------- --- . ------ ---··--- ---- --- -rr-- - -- ---·- ·- ---- --- - . 
i i VALUE OF i GROSS ! AVERAGE !' WIYiBER OF MRKERS l 
I CIVIL DIVISION , i V,AGES i ANNUAL !I- - ----- :-------. - - - j 
I I PRODUCT I PAID ! EARNINGS d TOTAL . MALE : FEivIALE I 
~---- --- -· ·- - -- ·- ------- ---· -- t·· ·- -. -- -- -l . - --- -- --· .J; !· - -- . - ·l 
I SOMERSET COUNTY $ ~~ 277 _22~ $ 14 _4_~~ -~?Z $ 2 5.31 !1l 5 70~ 3 797 1 912 !I 
I . . 




:! ANSON, TOWN •••••• c••u•••••••~•·••••o•••• ~ ~ V/ J 055 
I ATHENS, T01<N O •••••••••••••••••• 0 ....... 00. 
BINGHAM, TOWli •••••• o• ••• o• .............. . l I Fi,.IRFIELD, TO~,N 01,o••••• ~· •••• • •••••o••o• 
350 000 116 47.3 .3 529 
5 l21J 931 l 2.38 480 3 112 
2 84-2 460 .3.32 
HARTLAND, TO\VN o o :; u. ~ o o,, ..:> •• o. o •••• o • o •• •• 2 961 783 905 857 2 552 
MADISON, TOHN •O• o••••••••••••••.,•••oo••• 6 .369 013 2 012 696 3 JOO 
NDi PORTLAND., TOWN ., o o o,. 0 ... • ••••••••••• • • .310 149 1.37 989 1 865 
NORRIDGE\'/OCK, TO~JN .................. • • • • • 14 107 907 4 0.37 718 2 674 
PITTSFIELD, TOlill ••••••••••••••••••••••• • 2 197 796 l 016 64.3 2 201 
SKOl1HEG:,N, TOlfN , c- •• 0 ••••• " • ,. .._"" 41 ••• ~ ••• > • 8 663 855 1 956 013 2 128 
SOLON, T01J N •• ••••••••••••• • •••••••••• •oc:. 346 380 10.3 016 1 87.3 
DIG SIX, TO'i~ NSHIP o•••·~·••••••• ••••••••~ 1 737 726 .3.3.3 72.3 787 
OTHER MINOR CIVIL DIVISIONS •••••·•••••o,e 2 065 186 l 444 476 2 997 




















162 132 JO 
355 229 126 
610 564 46 
74 59 15 
1 510 617 89.3 
462 285 177 
919 466 453 
55 .37 18 
424 424 0 











CENSUS OF k INE .l\JI;' .. NUFhCTURES - 195.3 
TABLE JO - J .. LL MANUFACTURING, khLDO COUNTY, BY C !VIL DIVISION 
CIVIL DIVISION 
I 
, - - - - - ---
! WALDO COUNTY 
BELFAST, CITY•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
BROOKS, TOWN ••••••••e•••••••••••••••••• 
FREEDOM, TOWN .o o••········· .. ······.,···· 
LINCOLNVILLE, TOi,N • •••••••••••••••• • ••• 
SEARSPORT, TOViN "o • ., • • • • ~ •••••••••• ~ ••• • 

















VALUE OF I GROSS 
! i-· AGES 
PRODUCT I PAID 
- - - - --
1-
---- - - . 
19 252 186 $ 3 134 957 
---· - --- - I - -- --- - ---
12 048 395 i 1 884 505 I I 
547 436 72 597 
---:- --- I I 
I. AVERAGE ,! NUMBER OF vWRKERS ANNUAL ; ! I 
__ j El~~~~~:___Jl -- ~T~~ . L_ 1-fALE __ j_ __ ~~~L~; 
l .l I I I 
I $ l 878 ! I l 669 1 056 61.3 1 
! l 992 ii 
I 1 482 !1 
I i t 
I 2 479 1 I I 
I 1 364 l 
I ,; 
.3 108 817 .308 779 I 2 833 ! ! 109 10.3 6 
.3 065 '.'16 ! 7.37 563 i l 455 Ji 507 I 369 ! 138 I 




415 000 116 511 18 I 
66 822 15 00.2 ll 11 0 
TABLE 31 - .ALL MA!.WACTUH!NG, WASHINGTON COUNTY, BY CIVIL DIVISION 
; t f..SH INGTON COUNTY ---- - - - - - - - -- ·-·- - -- - ----
- - -8~~2 -9~2 I j 
I 
I CALAIS, CITY o••o····················•o• 
I 
I 
CHERRYFIELD, TO\\N •, ••• • •• (' •••• •• •••• 4" ·~ 




EAST M1\CHIAS, TOViN o. • •••• • ••••••••••• 
0 0 0 
EASTPORT, CITY c••·•••••••••••••••••••••• 




I Mf.CHIAS, TOWN ........ •••• •• ••••• ••••• •ov,. 
I WHITNEYVILLE TOWN 
I
' , • •••• •• ••••••••••• ••o•• 
OTHER 1UNOR CIVIL DIVISIONS••••••••••••• 
·- - --·--·-- ·--- -- - -- - ·· 
.34 316 150 
-------- ---
.3 9.33 722 
1 134 102 
426 941 
252 l57 
3 760 401 
l 250 220 
8 2CO 452 
706 501 
1 435 512 
13 215 642 
1. 8 I 973 50 I i l 149 823 I 
! 105 251 I 
I 48 13a , 
I I I 70.3 oaB I i 252 911 ! 







l 3 029 48'/ 
--- · L __ __ _ _ _ 
. - -- - - ·-- ·-!!--- ------,--- - - ·· T·· - - --- ·- ·, 




2 440 II 399 '. 216 l 3 ! 
I I : i I j 
I 310 108 I 202 
, 4 I I. 2.33 I 10 1 12 9 
;; i ! 
' i 133 56 j 
11 8_311 '1 .3 50 : 
I ' 
I I l ;~ I ~~~ ;:~ 
l'I 146 I 55 1 
,! I 91 I Ii 
3 206 I' 256 I 251 5 ! 
2 135 11 l 419 965 454 i 











CENSUS OF MAINE MANUF,,.CTUP.ES - 195.'.3 
TABLE .32 - ALL MANUFACTURING, YORK COUNTY, BY CIVIL DIVISION 
----- i- - -
! Vi;.LUE OF GROSS 




--- - ---- - ·-!--- -
• PAID 
- __ __i_ 
I YORK COUNTY 
I BER',s' ICK, TOWN • (l •••••••••••••••••••••• 
I 
I 
BIDDEFORD, CITY ••••o••o~·········••o• 
HOLLIS, TOWN • c ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
KE1'11~EBUNK, TOViN ., , ••••••••••••••••••• • 
KITTERY I TOV,'N I./ c, o • ,o • • • o • o • • • • • • • • c, • o 
LIMERICK, TOWN .. .,.,••·••••••••••••••••o 
LI!vIINGTON 1 TO~JN o ~ Ge o o • o e o o o o o o o o • • o •. 
NORTH BERHICK, TOv-a,r o<>•• ••••• ••••• •••• 
P .ARSO NF IELD., T Qli, N • o o ••••••• ,, ••• ~ .. • • • • 
SACO, CITY •••••••·••••···~··•••••••oc 
S.i'..NFORD, TO\iN • o •••••••• o •••••••••••• • 
SOUTH BER1:. !CK, TOV,1! •••••• ,. , •••••• ,. .. o • 
WATERBORO, TOWN ., ....................... .. 
OTHER MINOR CIVIL DIVISIONS ••••••••o• 
$ 151 212 607 
5 485 421 
64 876 920 
580 101 
5 663 418 
60 629 
J 462 108 
204 191 
$ 84 494 567 
1 522 266 
22 055 534 
228 108 
l 777 90.3 
J6 01.3 710 
398 637 
98 926 
l 6J.6 878 .369 122 
2 538 816 658 023 
12 646 158 4 743 080 
50 028 084 15 072 514 
156 050 95 974 
1 077 416 472 531 
2 816 417 988 239 
- -··- -- - - -· - ·- - ·-· ··--·--'-'--- ·- - -·- -- · - · . 
}/ PORTSMOUTH NAVAL SHIPYARD INCLUDED, EXCEPT VALUE OF PRODUCT. 




' NUMBER OF tORKERS 














































'- · --· ·--- -- - ·- _________ ;_! __ " __ _____ -- --- . t - - -- - - - - -



















CENSUS OF' MAINE ?i'U,NUFACTUH.ES - 1953 
TABLE 3J - ALL MANUFACTURING, ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY-,, BY M1i.JOR INDUSTRY GROUPS 
·-------------· 
--· ·---·----------- ..... -·---· ·--- ... --·--·- - ·-···--~-·-·---- - - - ----- - ---------,---·- ... - ... -- -· 
i 
I TYPE OF INDUSTRY 
VALUE OF 
PRODUCT 
t i I~= ~=-~:c~~~:-------------- -·---1--- ;~~ ~a~-014 --
1 I FOOD AND KDIDRED PRODUCTS •••••••••••••••••• -•••• 
I TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS·························· 
I APPJ.REL .AND OTHER FINISHED PRODUCTS MJ..DE 
I FROM FABRICS AND SIMILAR M.ATERH.LS • ••• •• ••••• 
I I LUMBER .AND WOOD PRODUCTS (EXCEPT FURNITURE) • •• ~ 
,i 
FURNITURE AND FIXTURES••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
PAPER AND ALLIED PRODUCTS •• • •••• ~ • ••·• •• •• •• • · ~• 
PRINTING, PUBLISHING,AND .t.LLIED INDUSTRIES .... • •• 
CHEMICALS AND t.LLIED PRODUCTS • •• ••••••••.••••• •• . 
RUBBER PRODUCTS••••••••••··~··~~··••!•••••••••• 
LEATHER AND LEATHER PRODUJTS ••••••••••••••••••• 
STONE, CLAY, AND GLASS PRODUCTS···~··•••••••••• 
PRIMARY METAL INDUSTRIES ••••••••••••••••••·o~•• 
FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS (EXCEPT ORDNANCE, 
MACHINERY AND TRANSPORThTION EQUIPMENT) ··~•ft• 
MACHINERY (~XCEPT ELECTRICAL) •••••••••••••o••~• 
MISCELLANEOUS 11ANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES ·•••••··~o 
NOT ELSE\',1IERE SHOWN • • ••••••• • •• • • ··•. • •••.••••.• • • 
' ·---- - - ---·-- ---- -·- · --··-··--·- --····· - . 
6 6251 478 
66 3.35 094 
.j 
55.3 774 . I ! 
2 61.3 .366 
l 491~ 705 
7 649 21-t9 
1 780 6.35 
208 569 
7.30 471 
47 603 031 
1 034 498 










l-- - . - -- ·-.. ·- -· ·- -- - - -- ---- , -i' 
















-- .. . ·----.- .. -.., , . -- .. .. w-- .. 
! AVERAGE . NUMBER OF WORKERS ! 
ANNUAL , r---·· ·- ·- .---- - --· --- -- · · - --- 1 
EARNINGS j i TOT AL , .MALE FEM!i.LE ' 
--- ----- -- · ··-··tj----- ·-·-··-- ---· -. ; .... .. ... ·-·· .,. . - --- -.. l 
! i 
















I I , 755 
I\ 




























! : j: 



































.3 .322 j: 18 
- · .. i .'. .•. ·- - ·. - · ·-· - - - : - _1~ .. -- . '. ---·---· ~- -
t . 






CENSUS OF MAINE MANUFitCTURES - 195.3 
TABLE 34 - ALL MANUFACTURING, AROOSTOOK COUNTY, BY MAJOR INDUSTRY GROUPS 
-- -- .-- ~- .. -- . - ..- -· - -··- -- ----,- ------------ ---- ---- - ----- ·----- ........ _ ·-- - ~ - -.. ... -----· I Vt.LUE OF I TYPE OF INDUSTRY 
I I ~~ 
,---- ·------ ·---··--··· -··----.. ·-·-·-·-·-"-·-------~-· --· --·---- ....... -+--· 
I m WJR'>::M2?RI)!~ ' $ 5J ?~7-~~ 
I FOOD AND K INDRI:D PRODUCTS (> •• " • .,. • C> ... c .... ~ ..... ~.,;, 
I LUMBER AND ¥1 OOD PRODUCTS (EXCEPT FURNITURE) Cc, U o,., I CHEMIC!.LS AND AL~IED PRODUCTS ................. ,.. I 
l.'.3 on ;66 
.'.3 576 271 
.'.3 807 682 
I , NOT ELSEi\"llERE S!IOWN <1co, •oc. •• o • o.,. u P • •., • o • •<'-' o I 33 J26 J81 




$ 7 343 820 
2 000 151 
1 449 688 
295 744 
3 598 237 
;: - - . I 
AVERAGE ; . NUiiIBER OF \,O.RKERS r 
ANNUAL I . - ----- . . ----- - .. · - · . . . - ---- ... ----, 
URNINGS ! \ TOTi,L YiALE FETu!ALE I 
-1- -·-·- ·--- -- - ·----1·~-------- ---· ---··-. - -1 
i I I 
I $ 2 660 2 761 2 175 586 ! 
I
I I 
2 174 501 419 
i i 





801 : I 
Ii 
i 1 135 i ! 2 191 











CENSUS OF MHNE MANUF;,CTURES - 195.3 
TABLE .35 - ALL MANUFACTURING, CUMBERLAND COUNTY, BY MAJOR INDUSTRY GROUPS 
- · -------· --- ··· ·- ---- --······----· -- --- - -·--- -- ·- - ··---- ---· ·-- - -~ --- ·----------·----i---·-- -·- ---·- ·-·· . I t VALUE OF ' GROSS I AVERAGE I TYPE OF INDUSTRY i l WAGES I ANNUAL l \ NUMBER OF WORKERS i 1-·------- -·· ·r· · ·· · · ·------ - --· -- ·i 
' PRODUCT I Pf.ID i EARNINGS I --------- -- -·-····· ···-··-·1---- ----- -·- -- -------·-- ·· :·· - ·-- --- ! ··- - ---·- - -- - · 
i ALL MANUFAcruRING $ ~~---~~~-~°.~ $ 47 089 87~ $ 2 986 
I i TOTAL i MALI I FEMALE : 
---!··!-- - -- -- ---+ ... • -··t • --·• I I j 15 768 . ~9 _l~B I 5~-~ 
I FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS ••••••o•••••••••••••••••••••• 
APPAREL AND OTHER FINISHED PRODUCTS MADE 
FROM FhBRICS AND SIMILAR MATERIALS •• •••• •• •••• •• 
LUMBER AND l,OOD PRODUCTS (EXCEPT FURNITURE)••••••• 
FURNITURE AND FIXTURES • •! ! ••••••••••••••• ! ! • .• •.•.•! • 
PAPER AND ALLIED PRODUCTS.••••••• •• •.• •••••••••• .• •• 
PRINTING, PUBLISHING, AND ALLIED INDUSTRIES • • •• • • • 
CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS •• ••••••• •.• •• •• •• ·~ •• 
LE~THER AND LEATHER PRODUCTS•••••••••••••••••••••• 
STONE, CLAY I AND GLASS PRODUCTS • .... ! ••• ! , ...... ! .. 
FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS (EXCEPT ORDNANCE, 
MACHINERY AND TRANSPORThTION EQUIPMENT) •o• ! ••••• 
MACHINERY (EXCEPT ELECTRICAL; .................. • ••• •.• 
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT ., • • •·• •• oe., !,-• u ..... ... .. • • 
SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS, ETC. ••••••••••····••••••eo• 
MISCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES•••••••••••• 
NOT ELSD;HERE SHOWN • • • ••••• • •••••••••••• .•••• " ••• • • 
56 05? 736 
l 933 229 
14 872 986 
l 848 145 
4.3 614 109 
6 093 780 
2 960 363 
11 752 469 
2J8 .3J9 
25 642 578 
7 915 487 








10 795 539 
2 063 .374 
490 103 
4 256 733 
108 256 
6 053 625 
2 685 184 


































\ I' 3 95, 2 199 ] 1 760 
1 











11 l I 
I l 
I I I. 
I I Ii 




















1 474 190 
159 25 
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CENSUS OF MAINE MANUFACTURES - 1953 
T:,BLE 36 ... ALL MANUFACTURING, FRANKLIN COUNTY, BY MAJOR INDUSTRY GROUPS 
--- --------- ---------- ------------ ---- -·--·- ----- ------·- ··-·--- - -- I -
i VALUE OF GROSS AVERAGE 
TYPE OF INDUSTRY I ; WLGES ! ANNUAL 
1 1 PRODUCT l PAID , r-· --- ·-·-·· ---·--·---------· --·-- --···----- - ---- .---- -·. ··----·- i ----· -·- ---- -- - -- -- - ___t__ ____ _____ ,. .. . ·-- ·· ·- I 
i ALL MANUFACTURING 
! 
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS 
LUMBER AND WOOD PRODUCTS (EXCEPT FUR.1'UTURE) 
PRINTING, PUBLIS~~NG, AND ALLIED INDUSTRIES • c. ~ •••• 
. :I\ _ ~ER OF i,O~ERS ~ 
i I TOTAL I MALE i FEMALE l 
.• !·• - ---- • -· t --· - · ·· --- - -: ·--· - · -1 
i l i I 
I\ 3_ -~1 l 2.2.z~. §7~_11: 
lj ; 
11 I 88 84 !! 172 I I 
Ii l 346 I 1 004 342 
!l 41 29 12 
$ 34 200 453 $ 8 _8?.3 _ 68.3 
-·---·-- .. 
866 7J.7 145 J0.'.3 
8 165 864 .'.3 079 462 





NOT ELSE\', HERE SH0WN 4 ••••••••• .-a ..... " ...... ~ " ••••••• •" • 24 765 63.3 5 544 989 .3 .305 Ii l 678 ! l 437 ! 241 I 
- ·-------- - ··--· ··-~ - ________ ; ----- - --· ·· ---· j .... - --... ----- . 
TABLE 37 - ALL MANTJFACTUlUNG.,,. HANCOCK COUNTY, BY MAJOR INDUSTRY GROUPS 
--- -- --·- -·--· --- ·-·-·. - ·- ·---·----- ·-·- - ------- · ·-I ALL MANUFACTTJRIB.t!. ·-·--r 
I 
I I FOOD AND KJNDRED PRODUCTS r; • o • • ~ . ... • • ~ • o < • e ~ 1 • • • o v ",:> 
I LUMBER AND \WOD PRODUCTS (EXCEPT FURNIT:JR.E) <.CO, o ~ ~ 
I I PRINTING, PUBLIS=IING, AND ALLIED INDUSTRIES ,.: .... 0 
I 
' I 
STONE, CLAY, hND JLASS PRODUCTS ~ecc•••~••••••••••o I 
4 034 .301 
1 907 ci+o 
1.30 608 
545 901 










. TR/iNSPORTATIUN EQUIPMENT .... ooco••••·•o•••••••oc.eo-,~ I 697 42,3 337 611 I 2 861 
i ~:r ~~~~-=~:VIN_::~:_:_::_::.:'. ·_::_~: :_::_~ ~:.: , :_:_: •• _ L _ 1~ ?~.3_?7_2_ _J _ .3 _~.3~- ~-0 _ _ _ ! _ _ _?._6~~- _ 
i ~ ~! ?45._ ! 
I l 
2 .394 
9.34 286 648 
!I 402 I 37.3 
1. 
t! 2.3 I 19 4 
!I I 1i 80 
11 
72 
Ii 116 111 7 , 
:: 837 I 788 I 49 i 
·--· : L . ·- - -- ··· - , ____ __, _ ___ . ! 
8 
···-.: 
. , :; 
. ~ /· 
, : ·. 





.. •· , 
CENSUS OF MAINE MANUFACTURES - 195.3 
TABLE _38 - ALL MMJUFACTURING, KENNEBEC COUNTY, BY MAJOR INDUSTRY GR0UPS 
- -----------·-- - ---- -- ... --·-- · 
1-~L~~~~~~~~--~p:_:_~ND~ST~Y - --- - -- - - ---+ $ ~7;;~;:J.--t $}~~'. 
2
?~ -T-- -::~::---- --11- ~~;~t:;~1~ ~~~E : 
I
! FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS ............. •:•....... ... • • ... 1.3 215 2.?.7 ,I 1 413 151 . 1 6881 I_ 8.37 502 I 3.35 . 
TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS •·o~•o~o·~·~·•o•••••••••••·~·~ ~O 565 394 I 11 648 02J J 020 J 857 2 484 ; 1 373 
I II i1 APPAREL AND OTHER F'INISHED PRODUCTS MADE FROM FABRICS ;\ND SIMILAR MATl3IALS • • ., •••• , ••••• , 8 462 359 I, 1 .314 962 2 458 5.35 118 l 





PAPER AND ALLI~D PRODUCTS 0GO•~~~•·?~~·~·~•o•~•~<'UOO 
PRIN'i'L\J'G; PUBLIS;·r::::rm.f AND ALLIED INDUSTRIES eOO H •• ., 
I LE/.. THER AND LEA': ~~ER PRODUCTS eve e O e " o u • ,- • e e o •-, O ,;>.: ,f" 
l\.) ! 
°' j F.i.BRICATED 11E·~A!., PRonur.1·s (EXCEPT oRDNM;aF..,, 
MACEINERY AND 'I'f{ANSPORTATION EQ.UIPEENT) °" u •• . ,o •;;> 
I ' 
!.._ __ No~.-~~s~n-~~~E .. ~-~-o:~ _ ":_ ~ -~-~ ~" -_"_':__·. ~ ·-~-"-~ ~:.. ~~ ... .'.~ o-~- ~ ~~-
I 10 145 526 3 44.3 I i, 2 947 2 402 j 545 
I. 749 987 .3 289 228 167 61 
I 4 !k)lf 435 2 251 !I 2 1J4 990 I 1 144 
1 283 26!1 I 299 826 2 701 11 111 97 I 14 
287 7Go ! 128 661 ! 2 181 ! ! 59 56 ! .3 1 
. ·-·· _ J · ·- .. .. . . -- · ,L-- - -· · -- - - - - --·-- ·- -- - .'! .. ___ ··-- -·- ·. - :_ .. ·- - - - -- .. . .. ! 
~2 413 0.33 
1 839 788 
16 2!3 058 
TABLE .;}~ - ALL MANUFACTURING; KNOX COUNTY, BY MAJOR INDU~rRY GROUPS 
' 
···-. - --·--'--·----- - · - -- -·-- -- - -- --- -
I
I ALL YiAllliF.ACTURLNG 
, FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS e•••••c•o••-•••e ~• ·•••>•>•O 
TEXTlLE MILL PROr~JTS c: ••·•··~·--·· .. no••~e, ......... , • ..,o 
APPAREL AND JT9:EF.. FINISHED PRODUCTS MlDE 
PP..01.1 FABRJCS 11:i::D SIMTLA...Cl A-Lt\TERIALS , .... "°.,. ....... 0 .,¢ 
LUMBER AND WOOD PRODUCTS (EXCEPT FURNITURE) o,.,., • ., •• 
CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS •co•o•••o•••••<>••••••:> 
STONE, CLAY; AND GLhSS PRODUCTS • *° • •• ., .... o, • , .. °" c, 
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT •·•··~•·•·•••••••••••••••• 
,·-·--- ·- . ... ·- . - . 
25 102 571 
8 806 .286 
.3 491 452 
2 493 816 
847 165 
1 214 e:a 





NOT ELSEV1HERE SHOWN • 0 •• ~. ·~' ·.. •• • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • •• • • • 1 221 862 I 
. . - - .. ·-------- -.. -------·----- - - - -·-- · - ·-·-- - - ---- _ _ ...J.. _ _______ - ---...L.... 
5 7!:9 776 

















------ --· --,----- --1--·· -... -· 
I 3 -~~- I l_ ~2~ ' ! .ijfl2 - I 
I
I . 1 501 i 58.3 I 918 1 
i 354 ! 253 I 141 
Ii J: :: I JO~ 
11 91 89 ! 
. I ~~; ~:: L~~U 
2 
\,. · .. 
\ 
' 
. " · 
CENSUS OF .MAINE r.li,NUFACTURES - 195.3 
TABLE 40 - ALL MANUFACTURING, LINCOLN COUNTY, BY MAJOR INDUSTRY GROUPS 
- · --------- -- --- - -- -- ------·-----·-- ---~l - ·---- ---------.,. • -----~--·-- ---,----------------;-y--------.,----r-- -------~---~-, 
I VALUE OF ; GROSS AVERAGE It NUMBER OF WORKERS I 
\ TYPE OF INDUSTRY PRODUCT i ~~i~s !!~1~Gs I ---~;:~-MAi:;--~;~~;I 
1------- -- - . - ---- -- - - - - ! $ Z__ll;~-~;~---- ' -- $ ~__1!5~_2E~ ---- $ 2 5zz-11 - 1 JOJ r- !l.? - - _2_22 -1 
\ AL:o::~c:::: PRODUCTS • • ······•· • •• •. ••• ••• _,._... I '!77 581! 218 628 J 1 157 18, 75 uli 1' 
LUMBER AND HOOD PRODUCTS (EXCEPT FURNITURE) oe ••• ••. 565 959 265 9.3.3 · l 673 159 153 6 
PRINTING, PUBLISHING, AND ALLIED INDUSTRIES •• •• • • •• 106 373 50 063 I 2 503 20 , lli 6 I 
I _:;:::::~:_:N ;;~p::.: :·:::::: :: :  :  : : :  : :  : .:  :  -- L_ :_ ~: ;~ - ------~-:;:_;:: _ J . -~:;~_J_ -~~ 1 _ :~--' --. 1:: _j 
I'\ ) 
""'1 TABLE 41 ... ALL l'/J,NUFACTURING, OXFORD COUNTY, BY MAJOR INDUSTRY GROUPS 
1 
l ALL MANUFACTURING 
i FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
I LUMBER AND \'iOOD PRODUCTS (EXCEPT FURNITURE) •••••••• 
,
1 
PAPER AND ALLIED PRODUCTS••••••••••• !• ••••••• !! •••$ 
PRINTING, PUBLISHING, AND ALLIED INDUSTRIES•••••••• 
LEATHER AND LEATHER PR()DUCTS •••• •• ··~· .•• •••••• •••,•• 
MISCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES••••••••••••• 
NOT ELSEWHERE SHOWN•••••••••••••••••••••••••.! ••••!• 
. ~ .941 257 
3 503 972 
24 786 580 
47 274 872 
312 .306 
7 616 382 
494 566 
I .3 952 579 
! 
-- -···-··- ----· ... ·-·-·· --···---·····---------------- --,·--- ··- ---- --···-·- --
24 __ 210 __ 535 
560 678 
6 897 642 
12 847 757 
87 207 




I I l 079 148 1 
.l. - - .. - - ---- ----- - I __ 
· · · t 
' 
-- - -. T- -·- ·--- --- ----- --... , 
8 )OS I ~~~ .!.~ I ~-~!5 
618 
~07 I 509 .398 I 
2 398 2 87'5 I 2 2.35 641 ! 
4 543 2 828 2 566 
2 127 I 1i1 28 
::: I 1::: ~: 
2 781 ! I 388 320 





----~a __ l 







































: .. ~ 
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CENSUS OP Nii\.IKD:: ;ilinJFACTU::.ES - 195.3 
TABLE 42 - ALL MJ,NUFACTURING, PEKOBSC0T COUNTY, BY Wii.JOR INDuSTRY GROUPS 
-- - ··· -- ···· r -- ·-· .. ·- ---· ·- -··· - .. . ·· ---- ·· ······ -- - ·- ·- --, ··· ----·- . . . . - · . ,· · --···-·- -- --· --·--·· ·--··- ····- ----··· 
i Vi',LUE OF TYPE OF INDUSTRY 
PRODUCT 
! ALL MANUFACTURING i -~---
i I$ 
! 
I i~~:~ 1' !~~:~E 1'' ----- ······-JNUM~~~~~-\~O~~R~- - · ... : I ..... _ PA~.D. ·--- - . · ·- -- . EAHNINGS ·-- , ___ TOTAL -. - -· MALE_ --~E:JALE ! i I I I : 
146 855 958 i $ ?~_11~7_246 
11 
$ _~ 948 . !l ~2 355 I 10~~ I 2_308 i 
1 I FOOD } ND K:!:NDRED PRODUCTS 
! 
•••••e•o••••O••••••••••••••~• I 12 8'76 6·J; I 2 OX' 69.3 2 203 1
1
:• 926 ! 579 ,347 1 










I 8 oJ~~ '. 1Gl 2 408 I 3 .341 I 3 060 281 
I ]~ ::~ :·:: ~ :: 'I. 3 :: !,· 3 !~~ 1 · l~: 
I TEXTIJ.JE ~f! f ;~ Pf:O~U8TS , • e • ,.. • •• • • • • • ,.. • • • ~ c • ~ ,. ~ o • • .1 • • o • ~ • 
LUMBER : ND v:non ?RODTJr'~'S (EXCEPT FUlliHTURE) ~ ...... ~ •••..•• 
PAPER AND J,Jl, YS'J FRC,.0Ul!T3 •c . ,, . 0' '<. '. ~ ' ~ u .• ., •••••••• ' -~ 
PRINTING, PiJBLI.::i:·J:1.Nli-, iiNi) ALLIED INDUS'l'HIES ,... ,, ..... ••H> 
LEATHER AND LE.A'rHEH PROD'JCTS ').:)0f'C•<'C-< •••••• , .. oouoc-e• 
STONE, CLAY, .i,ND GLASS PRO DUCTS u ... ~.; "° o. ~ • .., ...... " ••• 
PRIM.ARY MET l.L INDUS TP.IES ..... , , c • .,. • , , • ••• ~ • , ••••• - ••••• ? • 
2 645 593 





: , 9~9 519 2 190 1 808 1 
1a~ 876 2 aa9 64 I I 89 556 .3 198 28 I 





60 MACHINJI;RY Ai\lD 'fRAN$POR~A'l'IOi'l EQUIPMENT) _... ............ () I 592 460 I 200 06.3 2 942 






! I I I 
___ ::
0
:::;;::; ::;~·;;~~:-~~:;~;~:~~~:-~:~~:_:;:~:;:::_I __ 7 :;: ; __ ! __ 2 ?:; ;~~ __ L 1;;_ __ ![ ___ _ ~~__i ______ 6~~ J __ 5: __ : 
TABLE 4J ,_, AT.,I, Iv:J,Ni:-!'?ACTl'K!NG- PISC.n.AO.TJIS COUNTY: BY MAJOR INDUSTRY GROUPS 
- --- - ------- ----T-).;m :~6~- ----r -4~~6~i9~~ --
1 
2 70:3_ - 1 _682 , l_ ~54 
1 
42_8 : 
:::EA::~:o:::~:·::cr:·;~,:~~:-:~;;~::~;·::::::::~:~ I : : :: I : ::: :: I : ::: ::: ::: I ::: 
NOT ELSE\,HEi.-iE SHGWN .. u oe • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • i 1 4o l 580 646 273 I 2 82 2 22 9 191 1 .38 
t . ·-·· ·-------·- ·-- - ---·-·--------·-·---· --- ,------j __________ ··--·- --· ···-- ··--··- ·- -- -· __ L····-------···'---- -··-·-- -!----·-·---L-- ··--····: 







CENSUS OF MAINE MANUFACTURES - 195.3 
TABLE 44 - ALL MANUFACTURING, SAGADAHOC COUNTY, BY MAJOH INDUSTRY GROUFS 
-------------·-----·- ··,---! VALUE OF I GROSS I AVERAGE 
I I Vi AGES I ANNUAL ~ PRODUCT i PAID -+ EARIIINGS 
IALL MANUFACTURING I $ 5~?_ 50~ '1 $ _l~-~_?~45 I $ J 700 
11 - NUMBER OF H ~;ERS . . ....__ ___ !
. 11 - - TOT_~~--+-MALE -1 FEMA4 
~88 4 OJO I 558 l I 




FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS ...... . , •••••• ··:·· ••• , ••••• • I 2 924 859 i 336 509 1 141 
LUMBER AND WOOD PRODUCTS (EXCEPT FURNITURE) •••••••••• ! 928 038 I 352 475 2 398 
! PRINTING, PUBLISHING, AND ALLIED INDUSTRIES •••••••••• 1 152 587 I 77 998 2 364 1' 
11 NOT ELSEWHERE SHOWN eo • • •. • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • I 53 430 016 l! 16 207 363 3 941 I I I , 
. ---- -- ---·- -·- ··-- -- ·--·--· - ------ -- - · - - -··--- ·------------ ----- - --- - --- - ·--·- - --- ---
II _':J___ I 
295 . 94 I 201 . 
, I 
147 142 I 5 I 
I I 
33 26 I 7 i 
4 113 j_ 3768 _l_ 345 _I 
TABLE 45 - ALL MANUFACTURING, SOMERSET COUNTY, BY MAJOR INDUSTRY GROUPS 
l~LL MANUFACTURING 47_ 27, 995 - I l~~~~ I l 53'1 _ I 5 709 i 3 ?'fl 
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS ••• • • •• •• • •• • •• • •• • •.•••• •••• 1 85() 051 I 512 267 1 713 'I 299 i lljlj 
TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS •••••• •• ••• ... ••• ••• • • •• •• • • • ... 7 163 520 I 1 888 296 2 741 '1· I 689 I .360 
1 912 ·1 
155 ! 
i .1 I ll 904 799 I 4 154 50.3 2 298 I j 1 808 1 646 
PAPER AND ALLIED PRODUCTS •••••••••••••••••••••••••• •• 1· 6 166512 2795: I; 2 06868 207826 .'.32 ~.~26 1,· 615 I 585 .30 
PRINTING, PUBLISHING, AND ALLIED INDUSTRIES•••••••••• / 7T 26 16 10 
LEATHER AND LEATHER PRODUCTS ••••••• ••••• •••••••••••• • I 19 234 757 I 5 684 o46 2 526 2 250 I 1 027 1 223 
LUMBER AND WOOD PRODUCTS (EXCEPT FURNITURE}•••! •••••• 
I 
I 162 
'I MISCELLANEOU~ MAi1JF~CTURING INDUSTRIES ••• ,, ••••••• , •• I 72 923 I 10 574 2 115 5 I 5 I O 
NOT ELSEWHERE SHO\,N ............... !' •••••••••••••••••• I 2.37 902 1 46 85.3 ! 2 756 17 j 14 I .3 I 
' - - . .. . --· --------.1----------- ---+----·-·- - - ---·-. ----- -·----1,-L------------- - ·~· --·--· 
.~ 
··~ 
.-·· i , 
.~ i. 
















. : , 
\ . 
,• ', j 
r: , 
! ~ . . 
CENSUS OF WiA INE 1'it,NUFACTURES - 1953 
TABLE 46 - ALL MANUFACTURING, WALDO COUNTY, BY MAJOR INDUSTRY GROUPS 
--- ---- ···· ------- ·-·- ·----- - ··- --------- ------- - - -- ----- ----- ,-· ---·- - ·:-·-·--··- -···----·-~-- -·- · - ----··· - - . - ·----- ------··-- - - --·-- --, 
VALUE OF GROSS AVERAGE I NUMBER <F -WORKERS 
i TYPE OF INDUSTRY I PRODUCT i ~1;: ~~~~GS !------;o~:~-r-~~- i F~~ --
I ALL MANUFACT~ING·-----·-· - ---- - - ---- -- ···---· ---------f-$-~;-;;2--;a1,- j--$ ; l'.J4 ;57 - $i 878 ___ --- -- -1 669 t l 056--r 6}J- j I ------ I ---- -- - - ---- ' --- - ·, --1 
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS , ••• ., • • •.• •.••••• , • , , :; • • •• • • I 6 5?7 741 I 499 610 920 I 543 I 349 19'1 I 
LUMBER AND WOOD PRODUCTS {EXCEPT FURNITURE) eo .. oe • • • •· 1 716 77'J I 490 .'.368 2 0.35 241 j 2_34 7 I: 
I
I I I I 
PRINTING, PUBLISHING, AND ALLIED INDUSTRIES ........ , 139 163 I 61 134 2 547 24 i 14 10 I 
CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS •• •! •• • •• oe u ..... oe .. ., I 4 711 0~6 428 6141 1 2 7.'.30 ti 157 i 151 6 I 
NOT ELSEWHERE SHOWN o.a• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 6 087 41) . 1 655 231 I 2 .351 l·l 7o4 i .308 .3?6 I 
L.-~- --·-·- ·· --------··-- - --· -----·--· - -----·-· - ··-····- ---··· ···· -·-- ·-- ----- · __ J __ __ --- · -· ···- -· --·- '··-- ··-···-- - - --·· ____ 11 __ ____ ·····- ···- -1-· -- - - -·-·· --- , 
'c5 TABLE 47 - ALL MANUFi'.CTURING, W.t.SHINGTON COUNTY, BY W~JOR WDUSTRY GROUPS 
-···- -- ------ ----, ---------- -- ------- - ,-- --------- -- ...-- - - -----·-- .- - -- - T ·- - - -, 
I .'.34 316 150 I 8 012 ,52 I l 486 'l 5 .'.39.'.3 I 2 861 : .3 532 I 
I ~~~;-;:; I 2- 467.:5 ! --;9- ;~;; 'I ;;~ 1-~~; I 
6 671 167 I 2 119 950 II 2 482 654 781 1 73 I 
I I I 62 367 , 14 809 l 1 645 ,11 9 a 1 It 
182 246 I 45 739 I 1 116 , I 41 39 2 I 
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT •••• " •••••••••••• ii ••• ! •• · -·. • 27 222 I 5 229 I l 743 ' 1 3 3 0 I 
• .. ~:;~;::_;:A::~::~.~::~:~~:~.:::~~::::::._~~ ~~: ::_ .L_ __ ~_::_:~_ ---- - __ ; __ ;:~_J ___ ~ _ _I_ 6:: _: 2~ I 
IALL MANUFACTURING 
I FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS Cl ••••••• • ••••••••••••••••••• I LUMBER AND WOOD PRODUCTS (EXCEPT FURNITURE) •••••••• • . 
I PRINTING, PUBLISHING, AND ALLIED INDUSTRIES • •• •• •·••. 











CENSUS OF MAINE MANUFACTURES - 1953 
TABLE 48 • ALL MANUFACTURING, YORK COUNTY, BY MAJOR INDUSTRY GROUPS 
- ·--- -r-- -------- -r------------ - -- ,, -- - ---· ----- --------
VALUE OF I 
I FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS ••• • ••• • •• •• ••••• •••• ••••• I l 111 o7'-I 310 15'1 2 585 ,i 120 I 96 I 24 I 
I . II I 
I 
TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS • ,. • ..... ••• •••••••••••••••••• •. 81 .306 832 2.3 610 298 3 242 1 i·, 7 28.3 4 088 1, 3 195 
LUMBER AND WOOD PRODUCTS (EXCEPT FURNITURE) • •••• ..., • 10 201 204 2 8~-:i 411 2 6"11 1 o""• 1 0,36 ~8 
l '1 . i 656 098 2: 11' 0 2 564TT il, 8 /"To 52 I :8l ·, PRINTINGi PUBLISHING, AND ALLIED INDUSTRIES ... e .... j '.I';/ ~., , .£ 
\..,.)I-'! LEATHER AND LEATHER PRODUCTS 1
1 
19 802 920 6 oo4 98'l 2 295 · I 2 617 1 162 : 1 455 I 
l I . • .. ~ . •, •.. 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 124 56~0 2 8 °7 I,: 4'l 4'l l O I 
STONE, CLAY, AND GLASS PRODUCTS ••··~·•••••••••u•eo• lll 223 286 ,, ~ ~ 
. I I I 
MACHINERY (EXCEPT ELECTRICAL) •• •••• •••••••••• •• • ••• I 32 926 944 14 472 936 3 772 11 3 837 3 359 I 478 I ~ : _:_N_:P_L:_ ;_:_N s_:;::~:::t~::::: ::.:;_::_:: ::_:: _:;:: __ I __ 4_;~ ;~L -36 :; ::; _ - -- : _;; _ - __ I\__ -- 8 :: _+_ 8 ;: __ I ___ :: I 









r.ENSUS OF MAINE MANUFACTURES - 1953 
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CENSUS OF MAINE MA..1'JUFACTffi1ES - 19 53 
APPENDIX A: STJRVEY COVERAGE 
This survey, insofar as is possible, is of universa.l coverage for Maine 
manufacturing establishments" The laws of Maine require the filing of 
the annual Product and Employment Report from which these data are taken. 
In December of 1953 the forms were sent out; of those returned, covering 
1971 establishments, 1798 or 91% were usabloo Those not used represented 
firms that did not operate in 1953; firms whose reports were incorrectly 
filled out or firms who dia. not return their forms fo time to be included 
in the tabulations, The figure 1798 is the total number of usable fo1·ms 
and represents an increase of L,9% ov-er the 1764 usable returns of last 
yearo 
Taking into cons:i.deration the factors noted above, the data herein present-
ed are a compre>'3ns ive and valid statistieal picture of thd Maine n:anufac-
turing economy :tvr the year 1953. 
The coverage of the survey, in terms of usable reports, is shown in the 
following tables, I, II and III; the Number of Establishments Reporting by 
Establishment Size, County and Major Industry, in that ordero 
T. T. Trott, Jr. 





TABLE I - ESTABLISHMENT SIZE 
ESTABLISHMENT SIZE 
i 
'-- -- -·- -- ··-·-····-····---·-·--· ·-·- ----· 1-· 
! ALL MANUFACTURING I 
' t 
' ESTJ.BLISHMENTS EMPLOYING: I 
25 OR LESS ! 
26 TO 50 
51 TO 75 
76 TO 100 
101 TO 150 
151 TO 200 
201 TO 250 
251 TO JOO 
.'.3-01 TO 350 
351 TO 400 
401 TO 450 
451 TO 500 
501 TO 600 
601 TO 700 
701 TO 1000 
1001 TO 1500 
1501 TO 2500 l_/ 
MORE THAN 2500 
OWNER OPERATED 
APPENDIX A -- (CONTINUED) 
NUMBER OF ESTABLISHMENTS REPORTING BY: 
NUMBER REPORTING i 
AMOUNT - %-OJ/ TOTAL-····-; 
----··----·-= . --·- .. ····- ·-·---1 
j 
1 798 100~0 





























TABLE II - COUNTY 
·-- -- - · -- . #-- - · ··- ... - - - · ---· ·- - -··- --- . ----- -- - - - ·----, I . 
j COUNTY .-·--·--- ~~~3~~~~~------~ 
I ; AMOUNT j % OF TOTAL i 
I -· - ·- --- -·- ·- ·-- · ; ------·-· - . - --1- -----.. --- . --··-· -·1 







HANCOCK 6.3 3.5 
KENNEBEC 117 6.5 
KNOX 85 4.,7 
LINCOLN 59 JoJ 
OXFORD 147 8.2 
PENOBSCOT 182 lOol 
PISCATAQUIS 35 2.0 
SAGADAHOC 36 2 c0 
SOMERSET 97 5.4 
WA LDO 59 3 • .3 
WASHINGTON 119 6c6 
YORK y 130 7.1 I 
- ----·---·-·-·----· -· ... ·· ----- - ·- ·' -- -~---·- -- ·---·--+ 
l:f PORTSMOUTH NAVAL SHIPYARD INCLUDED, EXCEPT VALUE OF PRODUCT. 

APPENDIX A - (CONTINUED) 
TABLE III - NUMBER OF ESTJ1BLISHMENTS REPORTING BY MAJOR INDUSTRY, 1949 - 1953 
r ---- - ----·----- --- -- ----·- --- ---- ---- .. - -- ----- --- ·-. --- - -- ----
! NUMBER REPORTING 
TYPE OF INDUSTRY 
1 , ____ 195.s ___ ! 1952 I 1951 ,' 1950 I 
! --~~~:;;A~; --------t-~;~T·-,,! % ~~o~:~A~z~ +~~--Ir-;_ 32/ 
I I , -1 ~ ,-.-
I FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS • • • • • • • • ! 332 I 18, 5 i 321 ! 
I TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS •• • •• ~ ••• ••? ! 79 1· 4.4 ! 79 
APPAREL AND OTHER FINISHED PROD- 1' , I 
ueTs MADi FROM Fl.BRrcs AND SIMILAR I I 
MATERIALS eo••·••• •• •••••••••••u• . 45 j 2~8 ! 
LUMBER AND WOOD PRODUCTS (EXCEPT j j 
FURNITURE) ., o .. • • • ~ .., _. ~ , • • • • ~ q • • • • 737 ! 40c7 
FURNITURE AND FIXTURES ~·c••··~~~~ 
PAPER AND ALLIED PRODUCTS ~·•o•o•o 
PRINTING, PUBLISHJ~t}~ AND ALLIED 
INDUSTRIES " ••• • c , . ., ,, c , • e ••• o ••• ,. • 
CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS~·•• 
RUBBER PRODUCTS .~~,·o ••·~··e••••• 
LEATHER AND LEATHEh PRODUCTS •• •• • 
STONE, CLAY, AND GLASS PRODUCTS•• 
PRIMARY METAL INDUSTRIES •c••••••• 
FABRICATED MET/,L PRODUCTS (EXCEPT 
ORDNANCE, MACHI NERY, AND TRANSPOR-
TATION EQUIPMENT) · ·~· ... .,r. •• .- •• •••. 
MACHINERY (EXCEPT ELECTRICAL) eo•o 
ELECTRICAL MACHINERY, ETC. •••••e• 
TP~NSPORTATION EQUIPMENT!/•••••~• 



















































































MISCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURING IN- I 
DUSTRIES •••?••••••••••••••••••o•• 40 2c2 35 I JJ I 37 J5 
NOT ELSEVIIIERE SHOVIN ............... 1 NONE NONE I 6 I 9 i 7 5 
- ------ -- - _____ .. __ .,_ ,, ____ __ ,.__,_ ____________________ ~-------·---·---· 
!/ PORTSMOUTH NAVAL SHIPYARD INCLUDED. 
!/ INCLUDED WITH NOT ELSEWHERE SHOWN, LESS THAN .3 ES'l'.1-1BLISHMENTS REPORTING • 
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CENSUS OF MAnrn MANUFACTURES - 1953 
APPENDIX B: TECHNICAL NOTES AND DEFINITIONS 
Industrial cJ.assification The Standard Industrial Classification system as 
compiled by the Executive Office of the President, Bureau of the :Bud.get was 
used to determine the industry title applicable to each establishment. De--
script ions of major industry groups may be found in .Appendix C. Each esta-
blishment has been classified according to its principal activity during 1953. 
In a few instances, where separate records for each establishment were not 
kept, data have been included in the totals for the civil division in which 
the home office or principal place of business was located. 
Value of Product is the net selling price of all goods manufactured or pro-
cessed during the calendar year. If iild.ustrial operations were on a contract 
basis, the total of n.mou.nts received fur contract work or Gervices performed 
has been included. 
Gross Wages raid shows total earnings during the calendar year of all e~~ 
ployees, except executives, before deductions for Old-Age and Survivors In-
surance, gro·c,.p insur·a.ncej wi thhold.ing tax,; defense bonds, m1ion du.es, etc. 
Fay for sick lea.ve .1 holidays, vacations and bonuses has been included. Owing 
to the exclusion of various welfare benefits, pay roll taxes paid by employers, 
etc. 9 this data should not be interpreted as representing total labor costs 
on the part of the employer. 
Average Annual Earnings is the figure obtained by dividing Gross Wages Paid 
by the Total Number of Workers. 
Number of Worker 9 is that re~orted as an average or representative for the 
calendar year~ Workers engaged in fabricating, processing, assembling, in-
spection, receiving, storage, handling, packing, warehousing, shipping, main-
tenance, repair, janitorial, watchmen services and product development are 
included as are working foremen and all other employees below the executive 
level. 
:Fistab lishment is defined as a single physical location where industrial ope-
rations are performed; it is~ therefore, a place of business rather than a 
legal entity or company which IJ1.ay have units in n:any locations. 
Civil Divisions are geographical units established for governmental purposes. 
Major civil divisions, in this bulletin, are counties; minor civil divisions 
are cities 7 towns, plantations and tovmships~ 
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.APPENDIX C: INDUSTRY DESCRIPTIONS 
Tw0-digit 
SIC Code 
20 Food and Kindred Products This major group includes establishments 
ffianufacturing foods and beverages for huw.an consumption, and certain 
related products such as ~anufactured ice. chewing gum, and prepared 
feeds for animals and fowls. 
22 Textile Mill Products This major group includes establishments engaged 
in performing any of the following operations, regardless of the type of 
fiber used: (1) manufacturing yarn, thread, cordage, and twine; (2) 
manufacturing woven fabric, carpets, rugs, braids, laces, knit fabric, 
knit garments, and other products from yarn; (3) dyeing and finishing 
fibers. yarn and fabric; and (4) coating, waterproofing, a.nd otherwise 
treating fabric. This classification makes no distinction between the 
two types of organizations which operate in the textile industry; namely, 
the "regular11 or II inside II rr.ill which purchases rraterials, produces textiles 
and related articles within the establishment, and sells the finished prod-
ucts, and the llcontract 11 or "commission" n:ill which processes Ir.aterials 
owned by others. Jobbers or converters who do no manufacturing but who 
assign ~aterials to contract mills for processing are classified in non-
rr.an,lfacturing industries. Establishments prirrarily engaged in the spong-
ing or shrinking of cloth for the trade, or in employing home workers for 
hana;..knitting or hand-weaving of textile products are included in APP.A..."ttEL 
AND OTHER FINISHED PRODUCTS. The rubberizing of fabrics is classified in 
the ~ajor group, RUBBER PTIODUCTS. 
23 Apparel ·and Other Finished Prod~ct~ Made From Fabrics and Similar Materials 
This major group, knovm as the cutting-up and needle trades, includes es-
tablishments producing clothing and related fabricated products by cutting 
and sewing purchased woven or knit fabrics. All types of textiles are 
utilized as well as leather, rubberized fabrics, fur, and other materials. 
T~is classification rr.akes no distinction between the two tyj)es of ·organi~ 
zations which operate in the apparel industry; namely, the "regular" or 
"inside'' factory which purchases w.aterials, 1r.anufactures clothing and re-
lated articles, and sells the finished products, and the "contract" factory 
which manufactures apparel from n:aterials o"lmed by others. Jobbers who do 
no manufacturing but assign materials to contract factories for fabrication, 
and custom tailors and dressn:akers not operating on a factory basis are 
classified in non-Iranufacturing industries. 
24 ~umber and Wood Pr~ducts (except furniture) This mjor group includes logging 
camps engaged in cutting timber and pulpwood; merchnnt sawmills, veneer 
mills, lath mills, shingle mills, cooperage-stock mills, planing mills, and 
plywood mills engaged in producing lumber and wood basic rraterials; and 
establishments engaged in manufacturing finished articles rrado entirely or 
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APPENDIX C: ( CONTINUED) 
mainly of wood or wood substitutes. Certain types of establishments 
producing wood products are classified elsewhere. For example, furniture, 
and cffice and store fixtures are classified in the major group, FURNITURE 
Mm l!1IX1ru:RES; pianos, musical instruments, toys 9 an.d playground equipment, 
and caskets and cuff ins in MISCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES. Wood-
workiug in connection with construction, in the nature of reconditioning 
and repair, or performed to individual order, is classified in non-rr.anu-
facturing industries. 
25 Furniture and Fixtures This major group includes establishments engaged 
in manui'acturing household> office, public-building, professional and 
res·caurant furniture, office and store fixtures, and window and door screens 
and shades; regardless of the n:aterials used. ~stablishments priIT.arily en-
gaged in the pr0ducti0n of millwork are classified in the IT..a.jor group LUMBER 
AND WMD PRODUCTS. Woodworking to individual order or in the nature of re-
conditioning and repair is classified in non,....manufacturing industries. 
26 Paper and AlJ ~~A Pro~uct~ This rm.jor group includes the manufacture of 
pulp pr i.rnar:.j_:/ l'z-om ·wood, and from rags and other fibers; the comrersion 
of these pulps into any kind of paper or paperboard into converted paper 
products such as coated paper, paper bags, paper boxes, cards, and enve-
lopes. Certain types of converted paper products are classified elsewhere, 
such as abrasive paper in STONE, CLAY, AND GLASS PRODUCTS, carbon paper 
in MISCELL.;NEOUS Mci.NUFACTURING INDUSTRIES, and photosensitized and blue-
print paper in PROFESSIONAL1 SCIENTIFIC, AND CONTROLLING INSTRUMENTS; 
PHOTOGRtu?HIC AND OPTICAL GOODS; WATCHES AND CLOCKS. 
27 rrinting, Publishing and Allied Industries This rr.ajor group includes 
establishments engaged in printing, publishing, and lithographing; and 
those performing services for the printing trades such as bookbinding, 
typesetting, engraving, photoengraving, and electrotyping. This group 
also includes publishers regardless of whether or not they do their own 
printing. News syndicates are classified in service industries. 
28 Chemicals and Allied r:roducts This major group includes establishments 
producing basic chemicals, and establishments manufacturing products by 
predominantly chemical processes. Establishments classified in this major 
group rranufac ture three g·eneral classes of products: ( 1) basic chemicals 
such as acids, alkalies, salts, and organic chemicals; (2) chemical prod-
ucts to be used in further n::anufacture such as synthetic fibers, plastics 
materials, crude anirm.l and vegetable oils, dry colors, and pigments; and 
(3) finished chemical products to be used for ultimate consumption such as 
- . 38 -
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drugs~ cosmetics, and soaps; or to be used as rr.aterials or supplies in 
other i::.id.usb:·~.NJ cuch as ra:ints, fe:::"tilizors, and explosi·,res. The mining 
of natural rock salt is classified in mining industrieso Establishme~ts 
primari~y engaged in rranufacturing nonferrous metals and hig~ percentage 
ferr0-alloys are classified in the rrajor group, PRIMA.RY METAL INDUSTRIES, 
silicon carbide in STONE, CLAY, A..T'JD GLASS PRODUCTS, baking powder, and 
other lea·-rening compounds~ and starches in the rrajor group FOOD .AND KINDRED 
PRODUCTS, and embalming fluids and artists' colors in the rrajor group 
MISCELLAID10t"S lviAlTGFACTURING INDUSTRIES. Establishments primarily engaged 
in packaging, repaclv.1ging, and bottling of p'J.rchased chemical prod.uc·cs 9 
but not engaged in rranufacturing chemicals and allied products are classi-
fied in the trade i~dustries~ 
31 Leather and Leather Frod.ucts This rrajor group includes establishxr.ents 
engaged in tanning~ currying, and finishing hides and skins, and establish-
?Lents rranu!'actur:i.ng finish&d lm;i,ther and artificial leather products and 
some sirr.ilar products rrn.do of other rr.aterialso 
32 ntone 2 QJ.ay,_ and Glass Prod~11ct~ Ttis rr..ajor group includes establishments 
engaged in manufacturing flat glass a.ncl other glass products, cement, 
strutural clay products, pottery, concrete and gypsum products, cut-stone 
products, abrasive and asbestos products 1 etc. from rrnterials taken prin-
cipally from the earth in the form of stone, clay and sand. When separate 
reports are available for mines and quarries operated by xr.anufacturing 
es ·cablishmonts classified in this rrnjor group~ the mining activities are 
classified in the mining industries; when separate reports are not avail-
able~ the mining activities are classified with the manufacturing operations 
and classified hereino 
33 Prirr.ary Meta 1 Industries Thin rraj0r group includes estab lishrr.ents engaged 
in the smelting ~nd refining of ferrous and nonferrous metals from ore, 
p:i.g, or scrap; in the rolling, drawing, and alloying of ferrous and non-
ferrous metals; and in the rranufacturing of castings, forgings, and other 
basic products of ferrous and nc:aferrous metals. 
34 Fabric~ted Metal Products This rr.ajor group includes establishments engaged 
in fabricating ferrous and nonferrous metal products such as tin cans and 
otr ... er tinw&.re~ hand tools, cutJ..ery, general hardware! nonelectric heating 
api:aratus, fabricated stru.ctural rr.etal products, metal stamriings, lighting 
fixtures, fabricated wire products~ and a variety of metal products not 
elsewhere classificdo Cer·cain important segments of metal fabricating in,.. 
dustries are classified in other rrnjor groups such as ordnance in the major 
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group ORDNANCE .AND ACCESSORIES, :machinery in major groups MACHINERY (EXCEPT 
ELEC'l1Rl0AL) and ELECTRICAL 1J.AUHINERY EQU I PMENT AND SlTPLIES, transportation 
equipment under its own :rr.ajor headingf professional, scientific, and con.-
trolling iilstruments, watches and clocks in their O\rm group, and jewelry 
and silverware in ~ITSCELLANIJOUS MANTJFACTt"'RING INDUSTRIES. The production 
of ferrous and nonferrous metals and their alloys, anrr basic products uade 
of metal, are classified in the rr.ajor group PRIMA.RY METAL INDUSTRIES. 
35 Machinery (excent electrical) This rrajor group includes establishments 
engaged in n:an~facturing :rr:achinery and prirr.e movers other than olectri cal 
equipment. Machines powered by built-in or detachable electric rr.otors 
ordinarily are included j_n this :rr.ajor group, with the exception of house-
hold electrical applia;i:ic6S c :Portable tools, both electric and pneumatic 
powered, are incl'Llded. in this n.a.jor grou:p 9 but hand tools are classified 
in the rrn.jor group F .ABRICATED M})TAL PRODUCTS. 
36 Electrical V.achinery,_ Eauiprnent 2 and Supplies This major group includes 
establishments engaged in manufacturing rr.achinery, apparatus, and supplies 
for the generation, storage, transmission~ transformation, and utilization 
of electrical energ-.f, The :rranufacture of c leL:trical hous er .. o ld appliances 
is included in this grm.1.p: cut m:.'1.chinery and equiprr.ent powered by built- i:c. 
or detachable electric motors is classified in tho rrajor group MACHINERY 
(EXCEPT ELECT:JICAL). 
37 Transportation Eaui:i2:.11l§lnt This rrajor group includes establishments engage~ 
in n:anufacturing equipment for transportation of passengers and cargo by 
land, air and water.. I mportant products pr-oduccd by establishments classi-
fied in this group incl11de motor vehicles, aircraft, ships, boats, railroad 
equipment, and miscellaneous transportation equipment such as rr.otorcycles, 
bicycles, and horse-drawn vehicles. 
38 P~(?fessional. Scientific, and Controlling Instruments; Ftotographic and 
Optical Goods~ V'/atches and Clocks This rr.ajo r group includes establishments 
engaged in manufacturing meGhanical r:casuring, ln:b oratory, and scientific 
instrun:cnts; optical inGtrumonts and lenses; surgical, medical, and dental 
instruments, eq:uipment, and supplies; orhtr ... almic goods; photographic cqui:r-
ment and supplies; ·watches and clocks, Establishrr.ents p:rirrarily engaged in 
reaLufacturing instruments for indicatiLg) measuring, and recording elec-
trical q_i.w.nti ties and c~caracteristics are classified in the rrnjor group 
E~C'F11.I CAL MACHUTEF..Y, EQ,UD?MENT AHD SUPPLIES. 
- 4o -
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39 M:i.scellaneous Manufacturing Indi.1strjes This rnjor group includes estab-
lishrrents pri11arily engaged in wa:iu:t"acturir.i.g pr0ducts not c;lass:f:led in 
any other :rr.anufacturing major group.. Indus-tries in this group fall into 
the following categories: jewelry~ silverware~ plated ware; musical in-
struments; toys, sporting and athletic goods; pens. pencils, and other 
office and artists' naterials; buttons, costume no ·velties, miscellaneous 
notions, fabricated plastics products; brooms and brushes; morticians' 
goods; and other miscellaneous rrnnufacturiug industries~ 
Not '.E1lsm•fr1er8 Show~ 11 policy of the Department of Labor and Industry is 
not to re-veal in:forrr.ation on an individ-:ial plant basis.. Industry groups 
which do not meet our standard. mJ.nil!:Um of thi-e~ establishments each hn:ve 
been grouped under the hoad~ng N'OT E1SEW}IEit.E SHOWN. This title is not a 
part of the S'i.;ari.dard. I.adustril1.l Classifica"iiion system but was originated 
to meet the needs of this Tiopartment~ 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* * 
* l)escriptions of subordinate * 
* * 
* industry groupings rr:ay be found* 
* * 
* in the Standard Industrial * 
* * 
* Olass ifica t ion Matual , Volume I~* 
* * 
*¥.anu..cacturing Industries. * 
* * 
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APPE!'.TDI x D : THE MAINE INDEX OF AGGREGATE MANUFACTURING MANHOURS 
In the following five pages is presented the preliminary, unadjusted 
Maine Index of .Ag.C;regate Manufacturing Manhours classified according 
to the Standard Industrial Classifications found in Appendix c. Further 
classification is ma.de on a county basis, to provide an area type 
indicator. 
The Maine Index of Aggregate Manufacturing Manhours as shown herein is 
a simple percentage relative of the avera.ge for the year 1951. The base 
was chosen on the ·oasis of availability not normality and may be re-
located as the body of data increaseso 
This series is presented here in its raw form to provide a basic in-
dicator of ·,.,i~e Maine :rra.nufacturing econorey. The series is, at this 
time, in t l.1.L process of analysis and refineir.ent and in its final form 
could be a i.··ery effective barometer. The contemplated refinements 
include a seasonn.l adjustment in some of the basis components, together 
with an overall weighting system based upon either employir.ent or the 
number of reporting establishments. 
This index compares very favorably with a national index of the same 
ty-pe published by the Federal Bureau of Labor Statistics, and commenc-
ing with the first quarter 1954 this department will break down its 
series into a monthly figure which will ~ake it directly comparable. 
An index, if not used, would be a waste of time and money; so should 
there be any specific use to which you might apply this series we would 
appreciate hearing from you with any comments or suggestions you might 
have to offer. 
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THE IiAINE INDE~{ OF AG·1HESA1'E , :ANtJFLC I1URDTC~ lMJTHOURS (CONT'D) 
. . . . : . . ; 1---- ------···--J2WUJ3~~ GOO}?S J~mps·nn~s ~~~----~--~- ~--~- ----
I T01'AL I: LUMBER I li'URKLCURE I S.i:OWE' CLAY : PRDI.t;.RY ! FABRICJ..'J.'ED 
ALL ! i DURJ.BLE GOODS 1: & '"TOOD ' & & GLAS3 : HETAIS , t l.£1'.hL 
PERIOD Ivrn.NUFACl1URING; . : INDUS'.1.'Rii~S I! PRODU-CTS : FIX'l'lTRES . PRODUC1'S : INDUSJRIBS I FRODUCI'S I I ~~f>1 - -- - .. 100:;-- - 'i'.-· ·- 1~-0~-~- - ... ;: --1~0:~ - ; ·- ~~;:;·~--;~;.~----- ----~~o:~---' . --~~-.-o--~ 
i ::.· ,· j! --- ~- -~ 
I j 
I 1, j! 








;ii 105.4 !1 lll.8 
, 1 ! 101.8 99.8 
96.6 
96.2 : i: 
, ,: I 1: 
1
1 195 2 102 • 9 ;t I 103. s : i 
It 
I ; ! i \; : ! I ;1 
'1 ~: ~:;: :t~ :: 1 i~i:~ :,:
1 f j I I 3rd Qt r. 106 • 0 ; . 1 10 7 • 4 11 I 4th ~tr. 99.4 ::! 102.5 L 
I I! 
II 1953 95.5 :1, 96.3 1: =- ,1 !, 
I 1 1 1 l! 
I zist.aJ ~ttr .9 997 .5s ! ! ! 1022 .52 ! I 
I 
n ~ r • • : 11 10 • I! 
3-rd ~tr. 
1 
98.0 !I . 96.6 !I 
I 4th (tr. 
1 
85.B ;11 83.8 11 










































103.2 I 8s.2 





















77.6 i 113.1 
97 .. 3 I 110.0 ! 
1 
76.9 I 113.3 j 
: 2s. 6 ! 122 .2 I 
-'-- -·. -- --- - -.. - - ---- -- - ------
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THE MAINE INDEX OF AGGREGAr:E: rf.ANUFACTURING r.:A.NiIOURS ( CONT 1 D) 
-il-~~::~D -) ~~HI~~~-=: EL~C~t~f~ }~~~~p~:~~~.i~~s sr;;t/if l~~~ I M~S~::~,:~usi1 r~~L~~~ODS l ;~~fDt~.BtiNDRED I 
! (EXCEPT : MACHINERY ! EQUIPi'.IB.JT ! IWS:rRULiEN;.rs 
1
1/JANUFACTURING ;: INDUS.rRIES I PRODUCTS I 
!-- - ·-+~LEC~l~I ~1:_~!_; _________ ---1--· ___________ ----~-- __ ___ _. . --~----- -·· _ -~i- __ ___ ___ _ -~ --- -· ______ ·-: 
11951 i 100.0 : 100.0 ! 100.0 I 100.0 ' 100.0 . 100.0 i 100.0 
I -- I --- :1 -- ,--
list Qtr. 111.2 11.1 78.2 97 5 ll0.8 q 103.l I 73.4 
!2nd Qtr. 110.2 114.8 100.1 100.0 108c6 li 101.8 j 86.7 
j3rd Qt.r. 91.3 111 1 10~.l 97.5 89.2 !: 99 7 I 142 1 
: 4th Q+; r • 8 7 • 3 16 3 • 0 114 • 6 100 • 0 90 • 5 :i 9 5 • 4 
1 
9 7 • 9 
',! ,; I 
~! 1952 95.o 564.8 142.9 10.!:..:_2_ 94.6 ii 100.5 I 
ls+, Qtr. 86.3 i 392.6 126.4 105.0 83.3 1
1 
96 . ·1 
2nd Qtr. 91.4: 563.0 145.6 102.5 93.7 ,
1
. 98.3 
,3rd Qtr. 96.1 I 622.2 153.7 112.5 99.5 I 106.5 
j4th f}tr. 106.2 1·. 681.5 146.1 107.5 100.9 'I 100.8 







II l (1 1st Qt.r • 
1 
10 8 • 4 
1 
5 85 • 2 j 15 3 • 1 105 • 0 10 2 • 3 I 9 8 • 3 6 6 • 7 
2nd Qtr. 107 .9 I 381.5 I 156 .3 102 .5 117 .6 98 .o I 92 .o :~~ ~:~:. :i:; __ t _ ~~~:; 1 _ ___ t;:~ ___ __! 1!;:~ ~!t~ _L :tL_L_1~::~ _ _ _ _ _ 
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TEE IAH~ HTD:F"': tJ!:' AGG-R.3GATE r,~.A}T('FACfTlTtqI~ .... G MAJ:80lqs (COYT'D) 
..------, ------------------ ----------------------- --· ------ -- -----·---------- f. 
I i WOlif-D~TF...ABLE GOODS r!?D"C'ST:Rr s ( cm.TT 'D) 
I PERron I TE·~T:trE rG11 1 AP?AIIE1 i PAPs~ & ALLIE])! PF..E\11nm & i. cRB1-1:rcA1s & , FJJB3EE -r- LE_.1..TE"':'"E &.~ 
I -- . . FP.ODl'CTS i i "P.OIXCTS i PCLifFIFG : ALLIED ?F.ODUCTS ! PEODUCTS I LSATHE?. .:'RO~~CT~ t 1951 100.c 1oc.c 10c.c II 1c,c.c 1 1cc.t 100.c I 1co.o 
I ! I i 
I 1st ctr. 1C9.0 10e.7 99.8 !1 1C5.C ! 2nd Ctr. 110.C llJ.J 100.6 9c. i. ! 













1 1952 ~ 116.0 99.6 1oe.1 
,
1
4th rtr. 94.2 92.6 99 .J I 1C4 .8 !I 
ll6 .o 114.1 
+ Vt 
I 
1st rtr. 92.8 109.5 100.9 108.c 1
1
. 





Jrd 0tr. 93.5 11~.0 97-2 107.P I 
4th rtr. q4.g 1 ?8 .1 ICC. J lOfl .Li, I 
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CEJ?SD"S OF MAL:TE MANUFACTURES - 19 53 
APPENDIX E: 
FIRST AID FACILITIES I!{ MAINE MANTFACTl""R.ING ESTABLISRMJJNTS 
There were approxirr.ately 1400 questionnaires sent out on December Jl, 1953 
to those Maine rr.o.nufacturers who fall within the sample used in the Coopern-
tive Work Injuries Survey ••• 941 were returned in usuable form and of that 
number, 280 or about JC% roportod a specific area set aside and oq_uipped 1:rith 
the mini~um facilities for first aid treatment of accident cases; 256 are open 
during all productfon hours vrhile the rerrnining 24 are oren and staffed only 
during the first sI'-ift, but accessible through foremen or supervisors at any 
time. 
The 941 establishrr.ents report a total of 971 persons who are acknowledged grad-
uates of a formal first aid training course, such as that offered by the Ameri-
can Red Cross or Civil Defer ... se Agency·, there are u1:.doubtedly many more who are 




CENSUS OF MAINE MA.1\TUFACTURES - 1953 
APPENDIX E: (continued) 
FIRST AID FACILITIES n:r 1'1.AHTE MANUFACTURING ESTABLISHMENTS 
Forty-nine of these establishments reported employment of 64 Registered Nurses 
and 7 Medical Doctors on either a full time or at least a tri-weekly clinic 
basis. There were 5 X-Ray units of various sizes, 10 pulmotors or inhalators, 
and some 80 other items of eouipment above and beyond the minimum necessities. 
Among these 8C items ,,rere listed: riathermy, infrared lamps, ultra-violet 
lamps, wheel chairs, autoclaves, oxygen equipment, eye examination rr.achines, 
surgical kits, hydrotherapy or whirlpool baths, and electro-cardiagraph, and 
although not included in the tally, almost every reporting establishment did 
report at least a minimum first aid kit. 
Maine rr.anufacturing establishments seem, therefore, to have much in the way of 
protection for their workers in case of accidents on the job; muc~ that could 
be used in the instance of national disaster. The distribution of reporting 
firrr.s and trained first aid personnel by coun~y. industry e.nd establishment size 
~.ay be found in the tables folling this page. 
- 49 -

~L ~;IW~--;_;~~C~;~~~ --. 
t --·-··- ------
' I PLANT SIZE: 
: Those Employing 
25 or Less 1./ 
26 to too 
101 to 500 
I 
501 to 1000 
1000 or ¥.ore 
I 
l INDDSTnIES: J:./ 
I I Food and Kindred Products 
'cgf Textile Mill Prod.ucts 
C3NSUS OF MAINE MAFUFACTUIUNG - 1953 
----i- -- . --------,-- - - - - -- --·,-- _,, __ __ - ---- -
lTotal Establishncnts ! Usuablo : Establish~ents · I ! Knovm First Aid I I I l 1: ' • 1953 Census Establishncnts : with First Aid 1; Employmont I TraineddPersonnel . Reporting (Rooys\%~of Total :1953 Census : I~ of Total 
1 : =fl= _:_.stab. : 1 : :fr I Employment 
~-- - ----· - . -------- - - '- · ·- -·· ----- - ---j--- ----j - -- - --· ---l,-- - - - -1---- ·-t-···- ----- -! 
1 798 941 ! 280! 15.6 '.I 120 134 l 971 I .8 




















































I i Lumber and Wood Products 
I Paper and Allied Products , 
I Loather and Leather Products1 
I Transportation Equipment 
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J:./ Only those industries or counties report_ing 7500 or more are sho"im. 
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